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1." physicist positions a single crystal of age-hardened 

steel under the sharp diamond penetrator. He touches 

a pedal, and the pyramidal tip of the diamond squeezes into 

the polished surface of the steel. 

The instant that it touches, things begin to happen inside the 

crystal. Atoms begin to slip and slide, in layers. Some layers 

. abruptly wrinkle and corrugate. If you listen hard when this 

Did Ou ever hear happens, you hear a faint, sharp, ‘“‘click.”” This is the sound 

of atoms suddenly shifting within the crystal. 

You can see the action, too—or, rather, the results of it. 

t 4 The photomicrograph above shows the characteristic ridges 

a oms move 1 and ripples. The black diamond in the center is the depres- 

sion made by the penetrator. 

By studying these patterns, and correlating the information 

with other data, scientists at U. S. Steel are trying to learn 

what happens atomically when a steel is bent, flexed or 

broken. Thus, they try to develop new and better steels for an 
exacting and ever-growing steel market. 

Research is only one area in which we need high-level scien- 

tific personnel. Partly, this is due to the fact that men progress 

so rapidly at United States Steel. Remember these figures: 

among the 20,000 members of our management team, 99% 

attained their position through advancement within the cor- 

poration. If you want to take advantage of odds like this, 

write for our booklet, ‘‘Paths of Opportunity.” 

Write to United States Steel, Personnel 

Division, Room 5680, 525 William Penn 

Place, Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania.
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Few materials are more vulnerable hard and brittle when exposed to In fact, we need engineers of all 
to radiation than rubber. So it seems radiation. And they hope to open up kinds to test their training skills 
quite certain that atomic-powered a whole new field of rubber research, on a wide range of products—tires, 

| aircraft of the future will need | from which may stem not just air- Airfoam, Pliofilm, Shoe Products, 
radiation-resistant tires. plane tires that resist atomic radia- Industrial Rubber Products—and a 

Such tires may well emerge from tion—but a host of other advances oS long list of familiar items produced 

the strange and somber room you Well. Among them: cooler-running —hy_put not always identified with 
seevhere the “leave ofthe new auto and truck tires, new synthetic —Goodyear. 
Goodyear Radiation Laboratory. rubbers, and food pasteurized : 

seek zs Ho Oers through radiation. If you’re interested in a job and a 
Within these massive walls, a 17- This important project is one of lifetime of useful accomplishment, 
foot aluminum- and concrete-lined many at Goodyear that offer unusual you'll very likely find both in the 

| well holds hundreds of tiny slugs of | Gnnortunities and rewards to chem- Goodyear organization. How about 
Cobalt 60. ical engineers. There are other dropping us a line? Write: The 
Working with this powerful, radio- opportunities in Production, in Fun- Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, 
active material, Goodyear engineers damental Research, in pilot plant Technical Personnel, Dept. 806-W, 
hope to discover why rubber turns work and in Sales. Akron 16, Ohio. 

There’s a World of 

Orporriniyat FOOD AR 
THE GREATEST NAME IN RUBBER 

Airfoam, Pliofilm, a rubber hydrochloride—T. M.’s The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio 
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By knowing about some of the projects underway at the | We : FF i peg un 4 f << 

Babcock & Wilcox Company, an engineer may see his - . oN = i nnn? 

personal avenues of growth and advancement. For today = “Was | a YT a We 

B&W stands poised at a new era of expansion and =. AN 1s ped TI) 

development. _ \ 1 aud 

Here’s an indication of what’s going on at B&W, with | ‘ \ ay = 

the consequent opportunities that are opening up for =| - eS ru | 

engineers. The Boiler Division is building the world’s | © | a ‘ i) 

largest steam generator. The Tubular Products Division Ff a. H i 
recently introduced extruded seamless titanium tubing, 4. oo 

one result of its metallurgical research. The Refractories 2) _ . wy 
Division developed the first refractory concrete that will | TD 

withstand temperatures up to 3200 F. The Atomic Energy | — i 

Division is under contract by the AEC to design and BEW conn Mcee levelooments 
build the propulsion unit of the world’s first nuclear- A ae nigeraal Piesoate Balle 
powered cargo vessel. 

These are but a few of the projects — not in the plan- Ask your placement officer for a copy of “Opportunities 
ning stage, but in the actual design and manufacturing with Babcock & Wilcox” when you arrange your inter- 

phases — upon which B&W engineers are now engaged. view with B&W representatives on your campus. Or 

The continuing, integrated growth of the company offers write, The Babcock & Wilcox Company, Student Train- 

engineers an assured future of leadership. ing Department, 161 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y. 
How is the company doing right now? Let’s look at one 
line from the Annual Stockholders’ Report. eprom S 

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF INCOME | ! 4 | dap 
(Statistics Section) BAB COG. ow 

(in thousands of dollars) | & WILCOX pS 

1954 1955 1956—UNFILLED ORDERS Peters — i 
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What do you see? Are you helping design a ables you to choose a career that matches 

fractionation unit? Developing a new your education and interests. 

2 : = ‘ ais rocket propellent? Perhaps you’re con: During the past ten years Phillips has 

structing a new polyethylene reactor... . 
5 : expanded tremendously. Many important 

or working on an improved octane num- ss * 
b i new developments are still in the making. 

eh BY RUENS So when the Phillips representative comes 

Petroleum chemistry is important at to this campus, be sure to arrange for an 

Phillips . . . but so are gasoline refining, interview. Meanwhile, write to our Tech- 

uranium processing, pipe line design, oil nical Manpower Division for your copy 

geology and exploration, research and the of our new brochure, “Career With A 

: dozens of other activities which are essen- Future”. 

tial to Phillips broad and diversified oper- 

ations. The wide selection of possibilities Phillips ‘ B R. heetben: ie 
: : : : : 7 echnica! anpower Division 

available in these various specialties en- PHILLIPS PETROLEUM COMPANY 

Bartlesville, Oklahoma 
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Harvey Graves (Dartmouth, BA '50, MSEE '51) discusses a reactor experiment at the Westinghouse Reactor Evaluation Center, in Waltz Mill, Pa. As manager 
of the Nuclear Design Section, Mr. Graves works with Dr. Wilfried Bergmann (Vienna, PhD '51), on right, and other young scientists who operate the facility, 

e e 

At 30, Harvey Graves directs nuclear design 
e e@ 

of two major Westinghouse reactors 

After completing the Westinghouse Student Training Progress? Certainly. And if you have ability and 
Course in 1951, Harvey Graves attended the West- ambition, you’ll find Westinghouse offers equal engi- 
inghouse Advanced Design Course* and was sent by neering opportunities in automation, jet age metals, 
Westinghouse to the Oak Ridge School of Reactor radar, semiconductors, electronics, large power equip- 
Technology for one year. Back at Westinghouse again ment, guided missile controls and dozens of other 
in 1953, Engineer Graves did advanced work on nuclear fascinating fields. 
reactor development. For more information on professional opportuni- 

In 1955, he was promoted to supervisory engineer ties at Westinghouse, write to Mr. J. H. Savage, West- 
on the Belgian reactor project. In 1956, he was again inghouse Electric Corporation, 3 Gateway Center 
promoted to Manager, Westinghouse Nuclear Design Pittsburgh 30, Pa. 
Section. Today, Mr. Graves’ 24-man section is develop- é 
ing and designing the nuclear portion of commercial 
reactors for the Yankee Atomic Electric Company and es In ouse 
the Center d’Etude de |’Energie Nucléaire in Belgium. 

*Fully accredited graduate school FIRST IN ATOMIC POWER 
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Ernst Mach...on absolutes 

“No one is competent to assert things about abso- in the areas in which they are now recognized as 

lute space and absolute motion; they are pure valid, without previous testing. No one is war- 

matters of thought that cannot be produced in ranted in extending these principles beyond the 

experience. All our principles of mechanics, as we boundaries of experience. In fact, such an exten- 

have shown in detail, are experienced knowledge sion is meaningless, as no one would possess the 
. . sys . on 9? 

concerning the relative positions and motions of knowledge to make use of it. 

bodies. They could not be, and were not, admitted — Die Mechanik in ihrer Entwicklung, 1912 

THE RAND CORPORATION, SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA 

5 A nonprofit organization engaged in research on problems related to national security and the public interest ‘ 
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4 / hele rales \ VA) WE! Since the time of Ancient Greece, man has been prob- 
i : y at [78 + ing into the composition of the elements from which he 
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] A os = totelian doctrine of the four elements! Man advanced 
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Lost to his profession... his personal goals destroyed __.. . the bright new world of synthetic crystals, and many | 

...a talented engincer restricted to detail work by an others. As a result of this outstanding record, there are | 

inappreciative management. But it need not happen! some very desirable positions available...but with very 

Shrewd analysis of the prospective company’s future, _ definite requirements. 

its leadership and initiative will guide an intelligent There are career opportunities at LINDE in research 

person to a rewarding future. and development, production, sales, and staff positions. 

Not many companies can say that they place a pre- You can find out more from your Placement Officer. 

mium on creative ability and initiative and back it up Ask for the booklet “Look to LinpDE For Your Future,” 

with an outstanding record. Linde Company can, how- _ or write to Mr. Paul I. Emch, Central Recruiting Office, 

ever, point to its world renowned work in such fields as Linde Company, Division of Union Carbide Corpora- 

atmospheric gases ... welding processes and equipment tion, 30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y. 

A LEADER FOR 50 YEARS ey 
san son Carbide” are resi e UNION 

‘The terms “Linde” and “Union Carbide” are registered trade-marks of UCC. wtrretor 
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i EDITOR 

The Engineer is introducing a few innovations this Perhaps a few years from now, we can say, “We knew 
month that I hope will be of interest to the reader. them when. . .” 

First off, the new Engineer of Yesteryear column has I hope that you'll be sure to read “Previewing Your 
added pictures of the past to the excerpts of the past Career in Industry” on page 14 of this month’s maga- 
that have appeared from ancient Wisconsin Engineer zine. The story material and pictures were compiled 
magazines. Dick Soref, who compiles the column each by Russ Jacobson, associate editor, who took part in 
month, persuaded ‘Glen Zimmerman, EE senior, to take the summer work-shop program that the story de- 
a number of photos of pictures that appeared in the scribes, Russ, by the way, won the award for the out- 
Engineer around 1900. You'll notice that the Armory standing engineer of the senior class, and the rest of 
looks the same as ever, perhaps even a bit older, as the Engineer staff joins me in offering our congratu- 
does the steam laboratory, But take a look at that foot- lations. 
ball team! Several of the staff members claim that they “Wheels of the Future” on page 24 was written and 
recognize some of the front-row players as now being illustrated by Ben Felix, our retiring Art Editor. Ben 
on the faculty, but I'll leave that to the reader’s judg- is graduating this February and will no longer be able 
ment. More pictures of the same type are coming in to supply the Engineer with his art work. Ben. is 
the months ahead, old advertisements, handlebar mus- responsible for the Sneedley motif that is followed 
taches, and the like. I hope that you'll enjoy them. throughout the magazine, and we hope to keep it for 

The second change in the Engineer is a new com- @ long time. Getting back to the “wheels” story, the 
bination of original cartoons and jokes to replace the unveiling of the 1958 cars caused Ben some extra work. 
old “Static” feature, Tony DiTrapani, ME senior, is the One of the illustrations in the story is a caricature of 
cartoonist and joke reworder, and he will be giving us the auto of the future, and as it turned out, it looked 
a two-page feature, “The Ferrous Wheel,” from now 5° much like the 1958 models that it had to be redone 

on. Tony likes to satirize the goings-on in the engine 84 made ete more ridiculous than before. The 
school, so don’t be surprised to find take-offs on sub- resulting “monster” is pictured on page 26. 
jects that are dear to your slide rule. Maybe you'll even There's one more good-by to say before I stop 
recognize yourself once in a while. One more thing rambling for this month, Pete Reichelsdorfer, assistant 
while we're on the subject of humor. The cartoons that editor, is also graduating this February, and is going 
you saw in last month’s magazine were the work of right into the Navy on sea duty. Appropriately enough, 
Ed Allen, the Science Hi-Lights Editor. Ed will also an article by Pete on marine gas turbines will be ap- 
have some of his work in the magazine in the months pearing in the Engineer in a near future issue. Good 
ahead. Together, Tony and Ed will be supplying us luck, Pete, and be sure and write us if you ever get 
with engine school humor that I know you'll enjoy. to one of those South Sea islands. JES: 

A 3,000-pound lower exhausthood for a 12,500 kw steam 
turbine being readied for hoisting into place. The slots in 
the center are semi-circular diaphragms which direct steam 

from one set of turbine buckets to the following stage. 
—Photo courtesy General Electric 
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Here is a sampling of the kinds of engineers and scien- | column. The code letters refer to the type of work 
tists which Du Pont will employ this year with BS-MS (Research, Development, etc.). The departments of the 

training —and their fields of work. The chart isan easy | Company are listed across the top. The column across 

way to match your own interests against job openings _ the bottom indicates some of the locations where these 

at Du Pont. departments have openings. Du Pont also has oppor- 

For example: If you are a mechanical engineer, tunities for other engineering and scientific specialties, 

run your finger across the “Mechanical Engineers” but space does not permit a complete listing. 

EXPLOSIVES, | FABRICS 
ELASTOMER ELECTRO- ENERGY AND 

DEPARTMENT CHEMICALS CHEMICALS EXPLOSIVES FINISHES 
DIVISION 

Designs and constructs Neoprene Metallic Sodium Sporting Powders | Nuclear Reactor Coated Fabrics 
major plant facilities. Rubber Hydrogen Peroxide Blasting Supplies Materials Paints, Varnishes, 
Conducts research and Chemicals Vinyl Products Dynamite Heavy Water Lacquers 
development, and provides | Sodium Cyanide Polymer Synthetic Resin 

PRODUCTS engineering consul- Organic Chlorinated Solvents Intermediates Finishes 
tation in chemical and Isocyanates Nylon Intermediates 
mechanical engineering, 

instrumentation, 

and materials technology. 

a eee . * : ' a ee ee 

MECHANICAL 
ENGINEERS A, B, C E 

ELECTRICAL 

ENGINEERS A, B,C 

METALLURGICAL 

ENGINEERS A,B 

Wilmington, Del., Beaumont, Tex, Memphis, Tenn. Gibbstown, NJ. Aiken, S.C.* Newburgh, N.Y. 
POSSIBLE or Louisville, Ky. Niagara Falls, N.Y. Parlin, N.J. 
INITIAL Plant Locations Montague, Mich. Wilmington, Del.** Philadelphia, Pa. 
ASSIGNMENTS Wilmington, Del.** 

PERSONALIZED INFORMATION—The kind of work openings listed may have been filled or new jovs may 

you will do and the location of your first assignment have been added to the list. For up-to-the-minute infor- 

depend on your qualifications and the openings avail- mation about possible jobs for you, see the Du Pont 

able. Since the above chart was prepared, some of the __ representative when he visits your campus. 

WATCH THE DU PONT “SHOW OF THE MONTH" ON TELEVISION 
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A. Research C Design E Plant Engineering 

B Development D Production F Sales 

GRASSELLI ORGANIC PHOTO 
FILM CHEMICALS CHEMICALS PRODUCTS PIGMENTS POLYCHEMICALS TEXTILE FIBERS 

Cellophane Acids and Heavy Dyes Photographic Titanium Pigment Ammonia Nylon 
Sponge Yarn Chemicals Petroleum and X-Ray Film Pigment Colors Antifreezes Dacron® 
Mylar® Biological and Chemicals Photographic Titanium Metal Urea Products Polyester Fiber 

Polyester Film Agricultural Tetraethyl Lead Papers. Hyperpure Silicon Plastics Orlon® 
Cel-o-seal® Bands Chemicals Fluorinated Processing Nylon Acrylic Fiber 

Hydrocarbons Chemicals Intermediates Rayon 

pak ao 

eas ee ae ae 

i : : : if | 8 : : . 

es ee ee | ae oe 

Buffalo, N.Y. Cleveland, 0. Deepwater, N.J. Parlin, NJ. Edge Moor, Del. Charleston, W. Va. Camden, S.C. 
Circleville, 0. East Chicago, Wilmington, Rochester, N.Y. Newport, Del. Orange, Tex. Chattanooga, Tenn. 
Clinton, la. Ind. Del.** New Johnsonville, Parkersburg, Kinston, N.C. 
Old Hickory, Tenn. Houston, Tex. Tenn. W. Va. Martinsville, Va. 
Richmond, Va. Linden, N.J. Wilmington, Del.** | Victoria, Tex. Old Hickory, Tenn. 
Wilmington, Del.** Wilmington, Wilmington, Del.** Richmond, Va. 

Del.** Seaford, Del. 
Waynesboro, Va. 

¢ Wilmington, Del.** 

*Government owned, Du Pont operated — **Sales and/or Research & Development only 

SEND FOR INFORMATIVE BOOKLETS packed with information about careers 
at DuPont in chemical, mechanical, electrical, metallurgical and other engi- 
neering fields, and in research and development. Just send your name, address, = ao 

class, school and name of subject that interests you to Room 2494-D Nemours Ree eae ea ontran 
Building, E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc., Wilmington 98, Delaware. . .. THROUGH CHEMISTRY 
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compiled by Russ Jacobson ee’58 

This summer six University of Wisconsin students attended a two week | 

summer workshop program at Procter & Gamble Company. Their experi- 

ences, as told by a member of the Engineer staff, who attended the work- 

shop, are an interesting preview of the work of the engineer in industry. 

EMEMBER when you were But now that you've decided years, like thousands of college and 
knee-high to a slide rule, that the circus or racing to fires is university students all over the 
older people inevitably not your aim in life, your career country, youll be making the 

asked, “What do you want to be planning has taken on more serious transition from classrooms and labs 
when you grow up?” purpose, but actually it’s none the to your career. With your techni- 

Just about any answer would do _ less exciting. cal training and interests, it’s very 
then. In the next few months and likely that you're looking to in- 

me r 
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- ee "All photos courtesy of Procter & Gamble 
John Bollinger explains his servo-mechanism solution to the tray drive problem to those in the Engineering Division Workshop. 
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Bob Kadlec is about to start pilot plant for making fatty alcohol by Ziegler process. Fatty alcohol 

is a basic raw material for synthetic detergents. 

dustry for your career. In industry Roberts, double degree student One of the nation’s leadin g 
today is the widest array ever of Vincent Pagliaro, and Wisconsin chemical processors, P & G offers a 
fields, and specializations within graduate John G. Bollinger, now Full Summer Program and a Sum- fields, from which to choose. in graduate study at Cornell mer Workshop Program to engi- 

So the problem is information University. neering, business or chemical stu- 
about industry—the more the bet- Along with 153 men from more dents who are within a year of re- 
ter—to help in that important ca- than 40 of the nation’s leading col- —- Ce!vIng an undergraduate or gradu- 
reer decision. This article can’t tell leges and universities, the six par- ate degree. 
you the decision to make, but it ticipated in summer training pro- The Summer Workshop Pro- 
will tell how six Wisconsin men grams of The Procter & Gamble gram, designed especially for col- 
took advantage of an opportunity Company—programs that combine __ lege students who can spend only 
to find the answers for themselves. summer employment with the op- a part of their summer in industrial 
The six are seniors Charles J. portunity to see at first hand the training because of military, aca- 
Franchino, Russel E. Jacobson, roles of university-trained men in demic or other commitments, is 
Robert H. Kadlec, Robert L. industry. (Continued on next page) 
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“Portrait” of the Engineering Division Workshop. Grouped about the Workshop coordinator, center rear, are five Wisconsin par- 

ticipants and men from MIT, Cornell, Michigan, Yale, Purdue, VPI, Columbia, Vanderbilt and Penn State as well as Pierre Mamin 
of the Ecole Centrale in Paris, first French representative in the Workshop program. 

“capsuled” into two weeks just be- pated. each of the Wisconsin stu- Joseph Obold of the University of 

fore the start of the school year. dents had a chance to examine sev- Delaware, on a single problem in 

The Full Summer Program lasts — eral possible careers through per- the two weeks, investigating on a 

from five weeks to all summer. sonal experience in actual work pilot plant a process to make fatty 

As a “getting to know you” de- and through close teamwork and ~ acid by modification of the Ziegler 
vice, young men gain their initial discussions with members of com- process for making fatty alcohol. 

experience in industry, and more — pany management and fellow stu- Bollinger, who received his 

important, they have an oppor- dent trainees. bachelorate in mechanical engi- 
tunity to see themselves in context, Bollinger, Franchino, Jacobson, neering last June, was assigned in 

actually functioning in the field of — Pagliaro and Roberts participated the Engineering Division Work- 

their choice in an industrial set- in P & G’s Engineering Division shop to work with David Blatch- 

ting. They gain a better under- Workshop held the first two weeks ford of Penn State and Pierre Ma- | 

standing of industry and of their in September at the company’s min, graduate engineer from the | 

own career aims. Workshop par- manufacturing and research head- Ecole Centrale des Arts et Manu- 

ticipants are paid regular salaries, quarters in Cincinnati. In the prob- _factures, Paris, France. Their prob- 

plus housing expenses and trans- lem-solving situation of the Work- lem was to develop a new me- 

portation expenses from. their shop, each participant developed chanical drive for the temporary 

homes to P & G locations. solutions to two problems of the storage trays on which warm strips 

Both programs are designed to type company management must — of bar soap are placed to permit 

furnish the student with a new in- _ face regularly. operation of the production line at 

sight into the activities of company Kadlec, a member of Tau Beta full capacity. His second problem 

persomiel in four distinct career Pi, took part in the Research and was to establish cooling equipment 

fields: factory management, engi- | Development Workshop the same requirements necessary to main- 

neering, industrial engineering, and two weeks in Cincinnati. The _ tain stored product at certain tem- 

research and development. In the chemical engineering senior, who's peratures in two company ware- 

programs in which they partici- from Racine, Wis., worked with houses. Bollinger, who this year is 
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a Cornell Graduate Fellow at that i T ’ " 
university, was student president 

of the American Society of Me- 
chanical Engineers and_ associate 
editor of the Wisconsin Engineer . 
last school year. j 

Franchino, a senior in mechani- tu : 

cal engineering from Milwaukee, j 
Wis., worked on development of | 

a mechanical device to place minor 
ingredients of a prepared baking 
mix into the feed “buckets” of a - : 
high speed cartoning machine to Me y, 

permit higher capacity operation yA a - 

of the line. His partner was Pierre | E 
Sprey of Yale University. In a sec- f we : 
ond problem, Franchino, member ee 

of Tau Beta Pi, designed a mixing | , | 
valve so that mixing of air with : : " 
synthetic detergent paste can be : 
controlled automatically by pneu- 
matic rather than by manual 
means. | 

Jacobson, who expects to receive At first gathering on Labor Day afternoon, John Bollinger meets Frank Carlisle, 
his Bachelor of Science degree in center, of Georgia Tech and Hugh Warner of MIT as they take their first look at 
eieeiiealecen gineerin g next June, Workshop notebooks prepared for each participant. 

teamed with Alfred Hallam of se ie 

Cornell and Richard Gottlieb of tae \ ae ] 
MIT in designing an electrical con- _. & oS 

trol system to permit automatic ee y | 
~~ --and- manual operation “of"two' pea-:°.! ’ 8 . | Ji. 

nut roasters and their associated ‘« _ fs a 
equipment, required for improving om y . 4 

reliability and consistency of pea- oa os ; a 
nut butter production. Jacobson — A J CP / a 
and Robert Roberts (also from a ~ mn! a 
Wisconsin) then worked to de- { oe 7 y | 
velop a system for feeding in exact ‘ . oo j | 

iF 5 Rai antne oy Wa a ee two large size cleanser cae oe 4 
and one regular size can to a spe- 7 > 
cial combination packing machine r... | 
which binds the three cans to- 8 a 
gether to be sold that way in i a 
stores. Jacobson, who’s from Cam- a | a. 
bridge, Wis., is associate editor of ; _ _— 4 
the Wisconsin Engineer and stu- _ | 
dent chapter president of the . i 
American Institute of Electrical . : 
Engineers. he : 

Roberts, whose home town is P&G Workshop problem sponsor, second from left, conducts tour of Ivorydale for 
Madison, Wis., in addition to the Tee a ee ae center, Louis Hemmerdinger (partially hidden) 

problem that he worked with Ja- seine © | 
cobson, was assigned to design an First assignment of Pagliaro was of the mixing operation in making 
electrical control system to provide _ to investigate the effect of percent- synthetic detergent products. 
automatic speed -control_ of new age changes in formulation of a Crutching, the term used for mix- 
motor drives being placed in use household cleanser product and to _ing detergent paste, is a batch op- 
on certain bar soap production determine any necessary changes eration which at present “bottle 
lines. For this problem, Roberts, to the manufacturing equipment. necks” increased detergent produc- 
who expects to receive his bache- In his second problem, he worked tion. Pagliaro, who’s from Racine, 
lorate in mechanical engineering in with Robert Dowdy and also Louis Wis., received his degree in chem- 
February (1958), teamed with |Hemmerdinger of Columbia to de- ical engineering last June and 
Robert Dowdy of VPI and James termine necessary equipment is now studying for a bachelor’s 
Hyatt of Vanderbilt. changes to reduce the cycle time (Continued on page 46) 
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by Otto H. Sharpf 

The automotive gas turbine may prove to be the biggest advance in the 

automotive industry since it began. Here the author discusses the general 

type of auto gas turbine that may be used and the problems yet to be solved. 

HE most striking advance in bine to replace the combination of _use of non strategic metals and im- 
] the automotive industry in piston engine and torque convertor proved production techniques. A 

recent years has been the de- _ found in many of today’s automo- _ turbine wheel could now be mass 
velopment of the gas turbine en- __ biles. This does not, however, com- _ produced for less than 25 dollars 
gine. Although many problems re- __ pletely replace the transmission, as | compared to more than 1000 dol- 
main, turbines can now compete the turbine still needs a simple lars a year ago. Cheaper and more 
with conventional reciprocating en- _ transmission with a reverse gear abundant high temperature mate- 
gines. Experts predict the first gas and at leas two forward speeds. It __ rials are being developed. Among 
turbine cars will be on a produc- _ will, however, be much smoother _ these are boron and molybdenum 
tion basis in 10 years. in operation. alloys. 
The report is xeparated into the L serene turbine. G8Ss. Size and weight are the out- 

two main areas, problems of heat exchanger to transfer heat standing advantages » of the gas 
construction, and problems of from the hot exhaust to the cooler turbine. A non-regenerative tur- 

operation. . compressed air. This arrangement bine weighs about one pound per 
The term, gas turbine, covers a reduces the amount of fuel that  2orsepower. This is only one-fifth 

wide variety of basic types of tur- must be burned to heat the incom- 8 much as a conventional piston 
bines and accessory equipment. ing air and also cools the exhaust.  °ngine. A regenerator about 

These range from a complicated — Regenerators are a necessity if the doubles the weight and cuts this 
200,000 hp powerplant, to a simple turbine is to equal the economy of advantage in half. . 
50 hp portable generator. ; the gasoline engine. In order to be The Crysler turbine developed 

The type, which is most suited most effective the heat exchanger recently is 200 Ib. lighter than a 
for automotive use, however, is the should be of the counter-flow type. conventional engine and has one 

two-shaft turbine . . - as shown m Here the exhaust heats air which fifth as many moving parts. It is 
Fig. 2. As the name indicates this already has been warmed, and the only 32 in. long, 33 in. wide, and 
design has two small turbines in- partially cooled exhaust warms the 28 in. high. These size and weight 
stead of one large one. The first is cool air as it enters the heat ex- reductions are a result of reduced 
connected. directly to the compres- changer. Good regenerators _re- transmission requirements, the ab- 

sor and extracts just enough power cover 80 to 90 per cent of the ex- sence of a cooling system, and the 
from the hot gases to drive the — haust heat. simplicity of the engine itself. 
compressor and engine accessories. . . The smaller size of the turbine 
The second turbine absorbs as On an. equal production basis, allows more freedom for the de- 
much as possible of the remaining 8" = will Se con- signer. The engine compartment 
power and delivers it to the output salle i tee ats 4 ‘hn ve f aoe can be smaller and lower, making 
shaft. The two units are mechani- vin, > a  ssulti ave lowe possible a lower silhouette. This / 
cally independent. The compres- Ss Per resuting In ‘ower will be an important factor as auto- 
sor and its drive turbine are free  ™aterial and manufacturing costs. — yyobiles become lower and more 
to run at optimum speed, while Turbines cost less per horsepower streamlined. 
the power turbine is geared to the  S!C€ er. are: od. th powerful, Fuel economy is no longer the 
wheels of the vehicle. | amines or pound, than piston major problem it was several years 

The two-shaft turbine also acts  ©M8MES- ago. The automobile gas turbine 
as a torque convertor. When the Until recently the biggest cost uses a regenerator to recover ex- 
output shaft is stalled, torque is problem has been the turbine haust heat which doubles the fuel 
twice that at rated speed. This blades. The price has come down — economy at full load. At about 10 
characteristic permits the gas tur- considerably, however, through the (Continued on page 20) 
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Fig. 1.—An experimental gas turbine engine mounted in a Ford car. 
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Fig. 2.—Schematic arrangement of General Motors gas turbine showing the two shaft turbine arrangement. 

Gas Turbin es a higher heat content due to its temperatures than a reciprocating 
; heavier weight. These factors give _ engine. This will greatly reduce the 

(Continued from page 18) the turbine an 8 per cent head cold weather problems of conven- 
. start to begin with. On a recent tional engines. 

per cent full load, where automo- cross-country run. Chrvslevs: test ; . 
biles operate most of the time, the car avera 4 14 im sat oa lane The gas turbine cannot be ex- 

economy is increased four times rade wait eded atte The will pected to surpass the gasoline en- 
over a non-regenerative turbine. ee aink be ear dae iow- gine in throttle response, but will 
Present regenerative turbines haw a ema P - approach it closely enough to be 
about equal the fuel economy of “_ acceptable. Throttle response de- 
reciprocating engines. These ‘tur- Fast starting of the turbine is a pends on the relation of horse- 
bines also compare favorably at problem which has yet to be solved power to speed. The gas turbine 
part load conditions. Installed in an satisfactorily. At idling speed the comes much closer to the level 
automobile, the turbine is compara- turbine has more inertial energy road requirements of an automo- 
tively more economical because it than reciprocating engines. There- bile than does the gasoline engine 
has less transmission losses and no fore a bigger starting motor is re- _. . . as shown by fig. 4. While this 
fan losses. quired or a longer cranking period. increases the efficiency of opera- 

The wee of a heavier and With improvements in starters, tion, there is only a small reserve 
cheaper fuel will also aid the tur- however, 10 seconds or fe will be left for acceleration. 

bine in comparison with the re- sufficient to start the turbine. Throttling the air flow to the tur- 
ciprocating engine. The turbine Once the turbine is running it is bine imposes severe penalties on 
will burn almost any fuel, includ- ready to deliver full power. Be- fuel economy. Therefore the speed 
ing the heavy fuel oils which are cause of the lightness of the parts of the engine must be increased to 
now by-products in the production and their high speed, a long warm provide acceleration. This induces 
of highly refined gasoline. Besides up period is not required. The tur- a time lag between the time the 
costing less per gallon, the fuel has bine will also start at much lower accelerator is depressed and the 
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Fig. 3.—An experimentat regenerative experimental has 1 gas turbine on the test stand at the Ford Motor Co. The maze of wires | 
are leads to recording instruments for recording performance data. . 

car starts to move. However, this come into use this effect will be Turbines run much smoother 

lag can be reduced to one or two reduced.) Turbine operating tem- than gasoline engines because 
seconds by reducing rotor inertia, peratures already have been raised __ there is no reciprocating motion. 
increasing inlet temperatures, and from 1500° F to 1800° F. This reduces vibration to a mini- 

raising the idle speed. The delay Maintenance of a gas turbine en- | mum. As a result passenger com- 
| oy eae ie full throttle is much gine will be much simpler due to _ fort and service life of parts is in- 

| on pati ee ill be cl vk the reduction in size and number creased. Since there is only a two 
| ae a eh pe oS — will of parts and their accessibility. speed transmission, acceleration is 

at from a gz : ‘ 4 
not emit ee Me or in- In day to day maintenance, less al ne ape oe ie 
completely burned fuel. This is a lubricating oil and fewer oil aie rcaleae pie eae 
distinct advantage where air pollu- changes will be required. There is Unmuffled turbines can emit a 
tion is a problem. no need for antifreeze, flushes, air loud high-pitched noise at the air 

The temperature sensitivity of filters, carburetors, or fan belts. inlet to the compressor, This sound, 

gas turbines is greater than that of _ Less time will be needed for tune- _ which is at a frequency of 2000 to 
reciprocating engines, This is an ups and adjustments. 7000 cps, can easily be absorbed 
advantage at low temperatures Major overhauls will be less fre- by sound absorbent materials. The 
where the turbine gains more quent. When they occur, the light- exhaust noise of about 150 cps can 
power and has better fuel con- ness and simplicity of the turbine be silenced by a resonator type 
sumption. Increasing the ambient will speed the job. However, bal- muffler and by passing the exhaust 
temperature from 60° F to 120° F, ance will be very important be- gases through the regenerator. 

however, causes a loss of from 15 cause of the high rotative speeds. | High speed gear noises can be re- 
to 20 per cent in power. This loss The turbine blades may have to be duced _through proper lubrication 
is 2 to 3 times that of gasoline en- _ replaced at periodic intervals to | and adjustment. 
gines. (As higher temperatures guard against fatigue failures. (Continued on page 66) 
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Art Fox, B.C.E., Manhattan College ’47, reaches 77,000 engineers and construction 

men as a Senior Editor of McGraw-Hill’s ENGINEERING NEWS-RECORD 

,  ,rtsrs—.—<—i:irS:Cd«C¥CSC‘C aR profession. Just back from a 2,500-mile editoriai trip 
rr r—SrsSCdCS to Canada, here’s what he has to say: 

r—~tr—r——..—SCSCSOCCY “To me, journalism is a form of teaching. Backed 
i =  —=—r—e ss by the world-wide resources of McGraw-Hill, through 

: —— 8 travel, by working with leading engineers, I report 
~~ ~_ | on what’s new and significant in engineering and 

“—  —=—_—Ss—sSsSsh construction. I try to make my articles more than 

i instructive—to inspire readers to tackle and solve 

_ projects they might otherwise shy away from.” 
: gs .  . , Other than preparing reports in college, Art had 

y * _. Ff no early writing experience. Immediately after grad- 
; Ls : , | _ uation, he was employed by a leading firm of con- 

r ge / sulting engineers. While on the job his appreciation 
— —- for the inspiration-power of the industrial magazine ae:  . P P 

£77 er TC OO 
wif ere. lUlmrmrmrmrwm—~—~—~<; Sr Peay ir. we | r—e—“‘OYCCONOOCidC;w;«C«CiC‘(CNi’’;CCNNCCCCiC'‘CO;C;t‘ét( a 7. y a Tr. . i -. 

| : = i Le  rrr—“ TCiCistsS:s;r”swwrirzsSsSstSs=siiéiCéaC(“R#RERNN : } a ae i. -— «..hd6hVWY\§¥etetetst 
ra, aS r (oe tehmD,ehm™C™CmC—OCUSOC~—s | 

. _- ae ia 2 hLU6mL6LhmUmCU:ti~“‘C “LC® 
— _- | | ules eee 

A ee | fe oo 

An Editor with a Hard Hat. Art, pictured above at Cranes and Concrete. Another view of the Beaumont 
right with Assistant Resident Engineer McCormack, Rapids project. Art drove 1,800 miles from Montreal to 
observes progress at the Beaumont Rapids power dam get three on-site stories. Like other McGraw-Hill editors 
at St. Maurice River, Quebec. he got his story firsthand. 
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grew, and in less than a year he applied for a position for you! You do not need previous writing experience, 

with McGraw-Hill. but you do need: ambition, an alert, inquiring mind 

Art started with ENGINEERING NEWS- and a desire to write. 

RECORD in 1948 as an Assistant Editor. Since Send today for your copy of “Successful Careers 

then, Art has been “up to his neck in engineering” in Publishing at McGraw-Hill.” Or write and tell us. 

. . . earned his P. E. license while an engineer- about yourself, your achievements and career goals. 

journalist . . . been active in A.S.C.E. and other Write to: 

professional organizations. Peter J. Davies 

If you want a fast-moving career in engineering Assistant » the Editorial > Wor 

journalism: prestige, variety, a view of the “big McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., Inc. 

picture” in your industry, and more—we’re looking 330 West 42nd Street, New York 36, N. Y. 

McGraw-Hill 
Advertising Opportunities, too! C Ta 1 

Excellent job openings exist on many e ° 

McGraw-Hill magazines, domestic and inter- U 1C atl O n S 

national, for advertising careers. “Successful ly 

Careers” will give you the facts. iN) McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, Inc. ‘@: 
330 West 42nd Street, New York 36, New York A 

en ~=—rers—O_ : - i ..=—=—™”rsiteee 
: — : ~~ = _ 

| < ; ; | ff . | i. 

- ee eee 
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Dams and Tunnels. Here’s a shot Art took of work Desks and Plans. Here’s Art at his desk in the MeGraw- 
on the Bersimis Powerhouse. As a McGraw-Hill engineer- Hill Building. You, like Art, will travel, participate in pro- 

journalist, you, too, will expand your professional back- fessional societies and advance yourself financially andedu- 

ground while reporting to your industry. cationally—as well as serving your industry and profession. 
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by E. Bennett Felix me’57 

Does the shape of things to come in auto design interest you? Here the art editor 
of the Engineer describes in words and sketches end results of today’s auto trends. g 

ODAY’S trend in automotive The interior, with such conven- through an advanced type of auto- 
design is towards three dif-  iences as refrigerated compart- matic transmission with two or 
ferent types of automobiles; ments and eight way automatic more torque converters in conjunc- 

the highway traveler, the city run- seats that convert into lounges and tion with the usual planetary gear- 
about, and the high performance _ heds, will be designed for one pur- _ ing. By placing it in the rear, the 
pleasure car. T he first two will pose, to keep the passengers happy. _ set up for independent rear suspen- 
serve a definite purpose and the Other improvements such as hi- sion will be much more desirable 
third type will have its place in fidelity radios in place of the con- than the live rear axle found on keeping the restless few contented. ventional type will further help to most present cars, and also aid in All three will be described in de- pass the time on long trips. weight distribution. 
tail as a specific car of its respec- ; : h : k 
tive type. The car itself will be large, The question may be asked as to 

The highway traveler, designed ey twenty-five feet or bei ny ae See te made of the gas 
for expressway travel, will be de- With a power plant consisting of an EDIRC. PTE, TELS: 18a POSSLDUIty 
signed for ise ume leisure while internal combustion engine of up that this type of power plant could 
driving. Automatic controls will to 500 cubic inches in size. This appear in the highway traveler, but 
serve an important function and engine will probably develop about _ even here the chances are slim for 
everything possible will be oper- 500 horsepower of which only quite a while. There are too many ated hydraulically or electrically. about half will reach the rear difficulties to overcome until it will 
Bonnets and decks will rise at’a wheels, the other half being neces- _ become as reliable or as flexible as 
touch of a button and hydraulic sary to operate all the power _ the piston engine. 
jacks and wrenches will change the equipment on the car. The suspension on this type of 
ordeal of a tire change from a The power that is transmitted to car will probably be the hydraulic _ 
drudgery to a minor bother. the wheels will be transmitted type of a highly advanced design. 
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The highway traveler. 
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The sportscar. 

| A central “brain” will control the necessary only for entering and has a good chance of becoming 
stiffness of springs, depending on _ leaving the turnpike, or in case of popular here. Its compression will 
road. conditions. power failure. Cars would auto- not become high, probably never 

The general outside appearance matically be brought to a slow exceeding 8 to 1 and it should 
will be different than today’s auto- safe stop in the event of some mis- never have a displacement of 
mobile, but it will be an evolu- hap and could be driven manually greater than 150 cubic inches. It 
tionary product rather than a new until it is remedied. will not be a fast car, such as the 

radical design. The car will show Other safety devices would be highway traveler, but it will reach 
in its design the rear power sys- incorporated into the design; like 85 mph if the need arises and 
tem, and a generous amount of radar brakes so that a following should get 35 to 40 miles per gal- 
glass will be spread about allow- car could never get close enough to _lon of gas. 
ing full vision for the occupants the preceeding one to cause an ac- This car will be styled as a small 
and also be relied upon for more cident, and controls to turn the car car, ‘to make use of the limited 
structural strength. Chrome will off the main travel lanes in the space available. The most common 
still be in evidence, but to a lesser _—_ event of a flat tire. body style will be a four door pil- 
degree. The exhausts are liable to The main purpose of the city _ larless sedan, but there will also be 
spout from the car at any spot, runabout will be to give cheap, re- _ other types available. Chrome trim 
even the front; and four headlights, liable service in city traffic. With will be minimized for two reasons, 
of a more efficient type, will be in- the city traffic problem getting price and taste. The four seats will 
corporated into the styling of all worse, car size will be of primary be of the bucket type in front and 

cars. consideration. The tendency to- single bench in back. Safety belts t 
On some of the more advanced wards smaller cars for this use can _ will be required by law and other 

turnpikes electronic controls may be seen by increasing number of safety features such as pop-out 
be set up allowing this type of car European economy cars in this windshields and padded dashes 
even more automatic operation. country. It is estimated that over will appear. 
Small radio transmitters along 3% of the car market in 1957 will Wheels will be small, even down 
travel lanes will send signals picked go to these cars. to 12 inches, but the SUS pee 
up in the car by receivers which This type of car in the future will will be along today’s general lines. 
will automatically convert these be a small four passenger economy Air suspension may appear on 
impulses into mechanical action car, acting in most cases asa sec- Some models and torsion bars will 
that will drive the car.-For this ond éar. It will be fairly cheap to remain on at least one and may 
reason each car will be driven in build with a conventional type spread to others. The majority of 
the same way at the same speed powerplant, probably four cylin- — ars, though, will have coils in 
and accidents will be cut toa mini- _—_ ders developing between 40 and 90 front and semi-elliptics in the rear. 
mum. Manual controls would be — horsepower. The air cooled engine (Continued on next page) 
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The sportscar. 

Independent rear suspension will desires or being able to leave it in 500 cubic inches, and its power will 

not appear on this type as its need full automatic. range anywhere from 60 _horse- 
does not warrant the expense. The high performance pleasure power to 600 horsepower. 

Power equipment will not be car is the sports car or hot rod of Many ways of developing this 
prevalant on this type for its need tomorrow, and will be designed for power can be used. Fuel injection 
will not exist. There will not be people who want more out of a — will be just about universal, and 
weight enough on the front wheels car than just transportation. Most superchargers will be used on 
to warrant power steering and the _ of this type will be factory built, some in conjunction with tuned ex- 
brakes will be efficient, so that but some will be built by the back- _ haust systems to give breathing of 

maximum breaking will occur with yard mechanics and many will be the nth degree. The blocks will be 
a minimum of breaking pressure. factory built, but modified by the — of aluminum with either steel cyl- 

Some form of automatic trans- owner to fill his own desires, inder inserts, wet or dry, or steel 
mission will be seen. It will be Its powerplant will be of the lines sprayed on and bonded to 
along today’s lines; a torque con- conventional piston type as it has the aluminum block. Pistons will 
verter coupled to a set of planetary the best power to weight ratio of be aluminum with high alloy steel 
gears. It will be more flexible than any powerplant known today. The _ connecting rods. 
today’s, however, the driver being engine displacement will range The only other major parts that 
able to select any speed range he — anywhere from 30 cubic inches to will be built of steel are the cam- 
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shafts and the crankshaft. The fancies of the designer. Here a magnesium getting the nod here 
head or heads, the valve covers radical design could appear, either due to light weight of magnesium. 
and the crankcase will all be cast as a homemade special or as a pro- These cars will have a tendency 
or fabricated from aluminum. The _ duction car. Two or four seats (or to stay away from power equip- 
intake manifold will be cast alumi- | more) could be incorporated de- ment although power brakes may 
num but will only slightly re- pending upon the needs of the be used. These brakes will differ 
semble today’s. This is because the | owner. Chrome will be played from the now used power brake in 
fuel will be injected directly into down to a minimum and the lines _ that they will not have a set 
the cylinders, thus the intake mani- __ will be clean and functional. The amount of power boost, but the as- 
fold will be used to transport air body will be made out of some __ sist would vary as the speed. There- 
only, Overhead camshafts will be — light material, probably aluminum __ fore, the faster a car goes the more 

seen on most cars. All in all, the or fiberglass. Magnesium bodies assist the driver will get. 
engine will be a highly developed __ will be becoming as the price of The three above mentioned types 
piston engine developing more magnesium goes down to a point _ will take up most of the market 
than one horsepower per cubic where it becomes competitive with and in time will take up all of the 
inch in the majority of cases. aluminum or fiberglass. Fiberglass market. Of today’s cars, the Ameri- 
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The city runabout. 

The suspension could be just — will remain the do-it-yourselfer’s can cars will advance to the high- 
about anything, from air to buggy _— favorite because of the compara- way traveler class, the imported 
springs depending upon the whim tive ease with which it can be economy cars, and maybe the 
of the designer or builder. Torsion worked. Most designs will feature Rambler, will become the city run- 
bars should become increasingly four headlights and the exhausts abouts, and the sports cars and hot 
popular, but air or oil systems are liable to appear anywhere. The —yods_ will become the high per- 
have good chances of making major body styles will be roadster, formance pleasure cars. A few spe- 
favorable names for themselves. It coupe or convertible with a few Gia] types will still be made, a typi- 
will be certain that no matter what four or more passenger models. cal ty; ‘ll be the I ; ta wl : : ms : pe will be the large buxury 
suspension is used, the ride will be Transmissions are most likely to wacon'of today. but even this one 
firm with a minimum of roll and be of the four speed manual type a Be ee cle 1 high: 

general highway 
pitch, and yet as comfortable as with synchromesh on all forward waveler¢ 
any other car on the road. The speeds. Overdrives will be used on Bes 4 
cars will steer at just about the quite a few of the cars, but only a The future of the automobile 
neutral point with a bit of under- small few will have automatic looks specialized but bright in the 
steer to make them stable on cor- _ transmissions. On most models, the | United States at the present time. 
ners. Independent four wheel sus- _ transmission will be placed at the Of course something could happen 
pension will be prevalent on this rear of the car for better weight and we could end up with a car 
type. distribution. like the monstrosity shown. 

Styling may follow any number Wheels will either be of the wire Let’s hope not. 
of paths, again depending on the type or cast magnesium with the THE END 
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i ZG - CU USF move into a lead job as a group 
| Fe - fg. Ul} supervisor in charge of the design of 
i b - | the electrical system of the complete 

i ce! , | | plan 

3 > oh f QUESTION: Could you give an 
’ a _,. * A estimate of the time involved in the 

a | : various steps? 

j >. ; - Bauscu: That’s impossible. We have 
‘ im 4 - no hard and fast schedule. In general, 

Ps we have found that it takes a man 
about a year to get his feet on the 
ground and become a real producer. . 

fe From that point on, it’s up to him. 

Ea Question: In other words, he can 
ai : DP coe ba F advance in keeping with his indivi- 

<a ya « dual ability? 
Bauscu: That’s right. Of course, | 

Kart Bauscu, Chief Electrical Engineer, there are many other factors in- | 
Power Division of the Bechtel Corporation. volved, including the vitally impor- 

tant one of the great advancements 
being made in every phase of the 

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING electrical industry. These create new 
jobs and new types of jobs involving 

One of a series of interviews in which new skills. And for every opportunity 
+ existing today, it is safe to predict 

Bechtel Corporation executives discuss there will be at least two tomorrow. 

career opportunities for college men. Bechtel Corporation (and its Bechtel : 
foreign subsidiaries) designs, engineers | 

Question: Mr. Bausch, in con- ferent activities. In that way he gets and constructs petroleum refineries, 
sidering a position with Bechtel, or needed experience and familiarity Petrochemical and chemical plants; 
any other firm, isn’t it true that what that help him decide the work for thermal, eS o and ule aieete a | 

most college men want to know first which he feels best qualified. It also ae anti a adie ‘Gee a 4 | 
of all is “What will I be doing?” gives us the opportunity to evaluate diversified engineering organization | 

Bauscu: That’s true, and it isn’t an hnimpotential, offers opp. ortunities f OF CGT eErs in many : y . branches and specialties of engineering 
easy question to answer. So much de- — Question: Assuming a man shows —Mechanical...Electrical...Structural 
pends on individual preferences and the necessary ability and begins to... Chemical... Hydraulic. 
abilities and the way a man develops. produce, how does he branch out? . . 
On joining us, he would be asked if Write for new brochures showing the 
he’d like to work on the drafting Bauscu: Generally, in either of two wide variety of projects Bechtel builds 

board doing layout work. As an ways. He may work on the electrical throughout the world. 
alternate, he might prefer a starting portion of power plants, designing i Address: John E OConnely 

asgnent involving helping out on lt conrolandreeyingsytems, fs Peni Inari elon calculations, requisitioning materials, unit protection, etc. The other way is 

writing specifications, etc. on the physical layout of power plants = 
—that is, location of equipment, con- ont 

QuEsTION: In other words you try to duit and raceway systems, etc. In aed 
give the new man some freedom of __ either case he would be put in charge Se 
choice? of one section of the project. 

Bauscu: As far as possible. We — Qursrion: And his next advance ae 
know that the beginning period isa ould be...? CORPORATION 
difficult one. It takes some time for SAN FRANCISCO 
him to get his feet on the ground and = BAuscu: Assuming he progresses Los Angeles - New York + Houston 

we try to “expose” him to many dif- _ satisfactorily, he would ultimately 
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3 
A MASTER’S DEGREE FOR SELECTED 

You can get your Master’s Degree during regular working hours, 

while earning the salary and all the benefits of a Chrysler Corporation engineer. 

At the same time, you will be preparing for a rewarding career as 

a member of the automotive engineering team that is the leader in the industry. 

Look at some of the advantages to students who qualify: 

e@ Master’s Degree in Automotive Engineering in two years. 

e@ Regular salaried status. 

@ Classes 8 hours a week, during work hours. 

@ No tuition, no fees. 

e Broad work experience, through job rotation on 3-month assignments. 

e An opportunity to concentrate in the fields you select. 

Like'to learn more? Contact your college Placement Office for full details about the 

Chrysler Institute’s Graduate Program and interview dates. If you need any 

additional information, write: Mr. R. W. Rockefeller, P.O. Box 1118, Detroit 31, Michigan. 

INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING 

GRADUATE SCHOOL 

DETROIT, MICHIGAN 
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| by John Sundstrom me’58 

The selective field of sales engineering offers opportunities for advancement 

and personal development that are unique in the engineering field. Perhaps 

you are one of those who is willing and qualified to be a sales engineer. 

| ALES engineering is the art of | salesman he deals with many _ sales, Bethlehem Steel is selecting 
S selling equipment and services people. For this reason extra-cur- only fifteen graduates for its sales 

that require engineering skill ricular activities are very desirable. program for 1957, although they 
in their selection, application and — Working with other people edu- expect to hire nearly 300 engineers 
use. cates the engineer in the methods all told. 

Engineering skill has been asso- of pleasing and understanding the Sales engineering has, as_ its 
ciated largely with design and pro- _ individuals he will encounter dur- _ principal spheres of activity, the 
duction. Designing and completing —_ ing his working years. selling of technical equipment and 
the product are important, of Ordinarily the students picked services needed in carrying on the 
course, but unless the product is for sales engineering graduate in following activities: 

sold all the work has been wasted, the upper quarter of their class, Raw material procurement, 
For this reason the sales engineer and it is even more desirable that Sach. As: 
may be called a designer and fab- a _ student have an advanced de- Néining 
ricator of sales orders. The ability gree. This is more important if it Gua e 
to create orders requires a great is in commerce or economics, be- re hai 

. . . umbering. 
deal of technical knowledge and a cause the sales engineer will there Oil producti 
knowled. f economics. learn much to supplement his tech- HS Productions geo c PP. : 

The sales engineer must view nical knowledge. If the student en- Manufacturing and processing, 
the problems he encounters in sell- _gineer isn’t able to obtain this ad- such as: 
ing with the combined vision of vanced degree he should use his Metal working. 
the “technical eye” and the “busi- free electives to the best advantage Wood working. 
ness eye”. He determines his and apply them in the field of hu- Textile manufacture. 
course of action on the basis of — man relations. Paper manufacture. 
economic and technical factors. The most important prerequi- Chemicals manufacture. 
Although all engineers are con- site for the sales engineer is that he Foods manufacture. 
cerned with price and cost, the develop his sales skills. Although Machinery manufacture. 
sales engineer’s welfare depends most of this is cultivated during his Petroleum refining. 
entirely on them, and so he must training period, the afore men- Transportation, such as: 
be well versed on the economic tioned items create a good sound Raigad 
variables in his product. foundation to develop these skills Bus and srSet Gar 

To get a better picture of where —_ around. ‘iy , 
sales engineering fits into the prac- A small percentage of the engi- Marine. 
tical affairs of industry today, try neers who graduate go into sales , 
to visualize the vast number of — work, because it is much more dif- Power and public service, 
products on the market, and then ficult to enter this phase of engi- such as: 
categorize them according to the neering than to enter production or Electricity, 
way in which they are ordinarily design. The sales engineer’s work Gas. 
bought and sold. With this picture is far more individualistic than Sanitation. 
it is easy to see the tremendous other phases of engineering, and Water supply and control. 
amount of technical knowledge re- for this reason the sales engineer Water power. 
quired of the sales engineer. must be very capable. Construction, such as: 

The engineer must be concerned To state an example of how few Public works. 
with his personality, because as a engineers are picked to train in Private. 
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| Industrial Equipment Manufacturer | 

Retailer or General Specialized Original 
Manufacturer's Contractor Contractor Equipment 

Agent Builders 

Diagram I.—Illustrating the common paths followed in the flow of apparatus from manufacturer to user. 

Specialized processes or services  vancement within a company. One him, no matter how few or how 

applying to many industrial activi- is to become continually a better many customers fall to his lot to 

ties, such as: sales engineer and advance largely __ serve. If the sales engineer fails to 
Illumination. as an individualist. The other is to _do this, he may lose the confidence 

| Ventilation and air conditioning. develop executive ability, so that of his customers and not be worthy 

Refrigeration. he may become, for instance, a dis- of sharing in the solution of the 

Materials handling. trict manager or a sales manager, customer's problems. The sales en- 
Dust and refuse collection. or finally at the very top of the — gineer who knows when custom- 
Heat treatment—welding. company for which he works. ers’ needs exist can time his sales 
Painting and finishing. The sportsman, to be successful, effort with the greatest efficiency. 
Water supply. must know where the game is No one sales engineer can be- 
Power! production, likely to be as well as its character- come expert in the technical op- 
Each of these industrial activi- istics and habits. Similarly, the eration of every industry, nor in 

ties is dependent upon another. sales engineer's selling efforts are the various problems met by every 
Each has its own special problems _ fruitless unless directed to an exist- industry. Thus the work of the 
and processes. ing or potential market. Identify- sales engineer is directed to one in- 

For one industrial producer to ing the potential buyer is often one dustry, a few associated industries, 
sell another, expert knowledge is of the most difficult problems in or to a definite class of problems 
required not only of what is to be sales work. Failure in such work or processes common to many 
sold, but how the product or serv- furnishes ample opportunity for industries. 

ice is to be used. wasted effort. For this reason the The preceding diagrams show 
The training program itself is sales engineer should have a thor- __ the principal channels of distribu- 

usually quite extensive. It can last ough knowledge of the buying and tion of interest to the sales 
for one to five years, with the most __ selling markets. engineer. 

quoted figure being two years. The nature of the market To gain further efficiency in sell- 

It is well to remember that in changes so rapidly that the suc- _ ing, the sales engineer must follow 
the field of selling, the sales engi- _ cessful sales engineer must continu- basic principles. Customers are be- 

neer has two broad paths of ad- ally study the market assigned to (Continued on next page) 
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Industrial Equip- Another original 
ment Manufacturer Equipment Manufacturer 

a buying for wholesale 

Direct Retailer or Contractor gousul ting | Manufacturer's Agent Engineer and 

Architect 

Ultimate User 

Diagram If.—Illustrating the common paths followed by an equipment manufacturer who sells his apparatus extensively to 
another original equipment manufacturer, who in turn sells his completed apparatus through similar channels. 

coming increasingly weary of the With facts for reaching the ob- He is not only the mouthpiece for 
constant effort by many suppliers jectives established, the sales engi- his employer, but also the ear 
to obtain business, so if the sales-  neer attempts to visualize the spe- through which he learns the exact 
man is concise and quick to state cial benefits that his customer can requirements of his customers and 
his purpose, without losing any derive from the use of the sales interprets their needs to those 
opportunity to apply his sales skills, engineer's products and_ services, within his own organization who 
the customer is more likely to lean and makes these stand out as real = determine the nature of products 
toward that salesman’s product. advantages from the viewpoint of and services furnished. 
This is known as the sales engi- earnings and profits to the It is only logical, then, that the 
neer’s ability to sell himself. customer. sales engineer is an individual who 

Personality characteristics play Lastly, since advantages must 4d cap a a Hams qa oe a 
a large role in this phase of selling. _ carry conviction, the sales engineer tustry a d a ue heh y ad- 
However, when these characteris- determines how best he can while. Fie epen the. igher sales 
tics are supplemented with the fol- dramatize the truths he attempts abu ay. . towever, the road to ad- 
lowing principles, it makes the sell- _ to establish. We all know that the ministration is L pen to him, and he 
ing effort doubly effective. same truth can be expressed in ©#P TSC dy es if h ct hinn / ager, and higher if he shows him- 

The sales engineer’s first step in| ™@nY whe. yet saothor may" con: aoe apa 
. = ea Tae . . vince whereas another way ma’ ie ae meeting a sales opportunity is to fail to infl Of h ay 1 y The individual who has the 

take an interest in the prospect ail to influence. ten the simp. est, ability to qualify for sales engi- 
himself, and then to analyze the clearest, and homeliest SEP ECON neering should give the field seri- technical and business conditions  ©@!Ties conviction; the lengthy and iderati . ede t laborate d. trati 1 ous consideration. For the indi- 
that relate to the prospect's prob- th “iste confus i may “ave vidual who likes dealing with ‘oti e listener confused, suspicious. lems. From a study of existing con- and undecided > P > people, and who has visions of ad- 

ditions and an evaluation of essen- . vancing in industry, sales engineer- 
tial and non-essential factors, the The sales engineer should real- ing is “the road to plenty”. 
best proposed solution is reached. ize his importance to his company. THE END 
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John Reiter (right) discusses the route of signals from the wave guide through the IF stages of a microwave receiver 

“This was the kind of challenge | was looking for” 
John A. Reiter, Jr., B.S. in Electronics, Arizona State College, '54, 

discusses the biggest project so far in his Bell System career 

“One of the reasons I joined a Bell Telephone | When construction is finished in December of this 

Company,” John says, “was because the engineer- _year, I’ll be responsible for the technical consider- 

ing would be more interesting and challenging. I ations involyed in connecting radio relay and tele- 

knew I’d chosen well when I was assigned to assist phone carrier equipment. Initially this system will 

in planning a microwave radio relay system between handle 48 voice channels, but can be expanded to 

Phoenix and Flagstaff, Arizona. This was the kind 540. In addition to long distance telephone service, 

of challenge I was looking for. it will also provide data transmission circuits. 

“It was to be a system requiring five intermedi- “This assignment is an example of the challenges 

ate relay stations, and I began by planning the a technical man can find in the telephone company. 

tower locations on ‘line of sight’ paths after a study You take the job from start to finish—from basic 

of topographical maps. Then I made field studies _ field studies to the final adjustments—with full re- 

using altimeter measurements and conducted path- _ sponsibility. To technical men who want to get ahead, 

loss tests to determine how high each tower should that’s the ultimate in opportunity.” 

La io the a part of id 7 because John Reiter is building his career with the Moun- 

fi o I or aa Ete Peron ce de aa sur- tain States Telephone and Telegraph Company. Find 

ha Cue ts pean aeice ae se 7 ae out about career opportunities for you. Talk with 

le) Meastres: Necessary LOvavoll [uel ee ' the Bell interviewer when he visits your campus. 

“Not the least part of the job was estimating And read the Bell Telephone booklet on file in your 

the cost of each of the five relay stations, taking into Placement Office, or write for a copy of “Challenge 

consideration tower height, access roads, and the and Opportunity” to: College Employment Super- 

need for special equipment such as de-icing heaters. visor, American Telephone and Telegraph Company, 

All told, the system will cost more than $500,000. 195 Broadway, New York 7, N. Y. 

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES ( ; 
Real 
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~~! “BUILDING “HUNG” INSIDE recessed lighting. Mullions and freely suspended in space. Called 
WELDED STEEL FRAME columns form 10 foot bays entirely _ levitation melting, this unique and 

First structure of its type ever around the structure, each enclosed _ versatile technique was invented by 
built by internationally-famed ar- in floor-to-ceiling plate glass Westinghouse research scientists 
chitect, Mies van de Rohe, glows panels. and brought to its present state of 
strikingly in the dusk at Illinois In- Associate architects-engineers for development by the combined ef- 
stitute of Technology on Chicago’s the $750,000 Crown Hall were forts of scientists at the Westing- 
South Side. The 220 x 120 foot Pace Associates; structural engi- house Research Laboratories and 
single-story building is literally neers, Frank J. Kornacker & Asso- the University of British Columbia. 
turned inside out, with four plate ciates; structural fabricator, Han- Levitation melting was given its 
girders (two shown), columns and _ sell-Elcock Company, all of Chi- first major public demonstration at 
structural mullions outside the roof _ cago, Illinois. the International Amphitheatre dur- 
and plate glass walls. Virtually ing the National Metals Exposition 
every connection in the 285 tons of FLOAT MOLTEN METALS and Second World Metallurgical 
structural steel is arc welded, FREELY IN SPACE Congress, sponsored by the Ameri- 
partly in the shop, partly in the Man’s newest “wonder” metals can Society for Metals. 
field. Interior area of 26,400 square are now being investigated by heat- At the Westinghouse Research 
feet is completely unobstructed, ing them thousands of degrees Laboratories, Pittsburgh, Pa., levi- 
with concealed air conditioning, above white heat, while they float, tation melting is used to prepare 
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—Photo courtesy Lincoln Electric Co. 
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highly purified laboratory-scale in- ing vessel is required, since the | may soon become an outstanding 
gots of niobium, zirconium, ti- molten metal floats freely in space, high-temperature, high-strength 
tanium, molybdenum and dozens of confined only within itself. The structural metal. Levitation: melt-)..«« ; 
alloys. Because they melt at very whole process is carried out inside ing is one of the few methods 
high temperatures, and are ex- a sealed vessel containing an inert known for the preparation of nio- 
tremely active chemically as such gas such as helium or argon, bium and niobium-alloys in the 
temperatures, these metals and al- _ thereby protecting the pure metal purity required for fundamental 
loys are difficult to prepare with from contamination by the air. research on the metal. 
equal purity by any conventional Simplicity of apparatus, speed of 

method. melting and ease of handling a wide RECRUITING CODE FOR COLLEGES 
In levitation melting, compressed assortment of metals and alloys are GAINS WIDE ACCEPTANCE 

metal powder is placed inside a other advantages of levitation melt- sherdidithawmustachercumwecllede 
copper coil which carries a high- ing. The molten metal even stirs it- recruitine thatiemplove hs ae 
frequency current of electricity. Re- _self, yielding unusually uniform al- with th - a ReGen ASA OAT: 
versing its direction nearly a mil- loys from mixtures of different ently doomedlto. pase face the 

lion times a second, the electric metals. aay “een ie redicuon 
current generates a field of force Scientists are using levitation Goines as a result of the Foals: 
which floats the metal charge inside _ melting to prepare a wide variety Honlepaect obreeniitn ee les 
the coil. At the same time, it con- of the newest metals and alloys for and” Giacheestaa ace ie Fi 
verts the metal into a white-hot metallurgical research. Such re- U.S cc mbar Oe Coates and 
molten mass in a matter of seconds. search with ultrapure metals seeks ee hen . 
Temperatures of 4500 to 5000 de- _ the fundamental knowledge which ee Pollege: Hieement © Coutell 
grees Fahrenheit are achieved in lies behind their full-scale use as iy te hi hi 
half a minute or less, melting all metals of the future. Thus, in the In addition to this sponsorship, 
but the most stubborn of metals. past few years, titanium has the code has won the ale of 

At white heat, metals such as emerged from the laboratory as an the exccurlye ete g ee 
niobium and titanium are among important building material in su- gional placement associations that 
the most active chemicals known. _personic aircraft and missiles, and represent both college and em- 
They react chemically with any zirconium has developed into a vi- ployer groups. : 

known vessel in which they are tal structural metal in nuclear The standards are designed to 
melted. The traces of impurities reactors. insure that cao recruiting takes 
they pick up cannot be tolerated in Although not yet “graduated” place in an objective atmosphere 
research on the pure metal. from the laboratory, the Westing- with a complete understanding of 

Levitation melting eliminates house scientists suggest that nio- all facts by both student and re- 
| this problem entirely. No contain- _ bium—the latest “wonder” metal— (Continued on page 38) 
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levitation melting: —Courtesy of Westinghouse 
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| as — C—~”~—CS|s«#Pratt & Whitney Aircraft engineer checks a 
Py : ‘ee | bread board model for a subminiature, 

a — —st—“—O™CSCCN encapsulated amplifier built with transistors. 
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A rig in one of the experimental test cells at P & W A ‘s Willgoos Laboratory. The six large finger-like devices are remotely 
controlled probe positioners used to obtain basic air flow measurements within a turbine. This is one of the techniques 

for obtaining scientific data vitally important to the design and development of the world’s most powerful aircraft engines. 
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-.-in the field of INSTRUMENTATION 
SNR RE SE ST SESSMENT EL TE TL 

Among the many engineering problems relative to Pratt & Whitney Aircraft is a special group of elec- 
designing and developing today’s tremendously tronic, mechanical and aeronautical engineers and 
powerful aircraft engines is the matter of accumu- physicists. Projects embrace the entire field of 
lating data — much of it obtained from within the instrumentation. Often involved is the need for 
engines themselves — and recording it precisely. providing unique measuring devices, transducers, 
Such is the continuing assignment of those at Pratt recorders or data-handling equipment. Hot-wire 

& Whitney Aircraft who are working in the highly anemometry plays an important role in the drama 
complex field of instrumentation. of instrumentation, as do various types of sonic 

‘Pressure, temperature, air and fuel flow, vibra- orifice probes, high temperature strain gages, tran- 
tion — these factors must be accurately measured sistor amplifiers, and miniaturized tape recording 
at many significant points. In some cases, the meas- equipment. 

uring device employed must be associated with Instrumentation, of course, is only one part of a 
special data-recording equipment capable of con- broadly diversified engineering program at Pratt & 
verting readings to digital values which can, in turn, Whitney Aircraft. That program — with other 

be stored on punch cards or magnetic tape for data far-reaching activities in the fields of combustion, 
processing. materials problems, mechanical design and aero- 

Responsible for assembling this wealth of infor- dynamics — spells out a gratifying future for many 
mation so vital to the entire engineering team at of today’s engineering students. 
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Instrumentation engineer at Pratt & Special-purpose probes designed The “Plottomat’, designed by P& WA 
Whitney Aircraft is shown investigating and developed by P & W A engi- instrumentation engineers, records pres- 
modes of vibration in a blade of a neers for sensing temperature, sure, temperature and air flow direction. 
single stage of a jet engine compressor, pressure and air flow direction It is typical of an expanding program in 

at critical internal locations, automatic data recording and handling. 

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft operates a Tp World’s foremost designer and builder of aircraft engines 

completely self-contained engineering fa- SS VS 

cility in East Hartford, Connecticut, and 
is now building a similar facility in Palm Ss EEE) PR ATT & WHITNEY AIRCR AFT 

Beach County, Florida. For further in- aN a ibs pad 

formation about engineering careers at Oy Sy ae . - Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, write to Mr. a> Division of United Aircraft Corporation 

F. W. Powers, Engineering Department. EAST HARTFORD 8, CONNECTICUT 
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. . . interviews and plant tours without _ northern California. This is deep in 
Science Highlights interfering with normal college the heart of the Redwoods, and 

(Continued from page 35) activities. every attempt is being made to 
cruiter. The code has four basic The code suggests voluntary ac- _ preserve the natural beauty of the 

objectives: ceptance of the new standards asa __ virgin forests. 
1. To promote a wise, responsi- . means of eliminating the high pres- More than 1,400,000 yards—half 

ble choice of a career by the — sure recruiting methods too often the total yardage on the job—are 
student. used on American campuses. being hauled out of this one side- 

2. To strengthen in him a high Free copies are available on re- hill cut, 480 feet deep and 1300 
standard of integrity and a concept quest from the Manufacturing feet long. Most of the material 
of similar ethics in the nation’s Chemists’ Association, 1625 Eye St. must be hauled across the Eel 
employers. N. W., Washington 6, D. C, River, at the foot of the cut, to fill 

3. To develop in the student an “ , 5 in a river bar for the north ap- 
attitude of personal responsibility CATS” WORK ON 62% GRADE proach to the bridge. Hauls aver- 
for his own career. Work rubber-tired scrapers on age 3500 feet, but run as high as 

4, To minimize interference with 525 feet of 62 percent adverse 7000 feet. And all the grading on 
the educational processes of the — grade? It is possible—and profita- this cut must be completed before 
college. bly so—when an alert company _ the winter rains turn the clay into 

Besides spelling out what the uses its ingenuity, Usually it is pos- a quagmire, because a detour 
recruiter and the college must do _ sible to take the long way around around the base of the hill, now 
to attain these objectives, the code and work an easier grade. The extending 2200 feet up the river, 
also spells out what the student Guy F. Atkinson Company, South must be removed by then to pre- 
must do to remain completely fair | San Francisco, was not permitted vent diversion of the flood current 
with both. In addition, a set of outside the grade stakes on the re- _ against the opposite bank and un- 
rules is recommended that will construction of 4.4 miles of US 101 __dercutting some of the giant trees. 
permit the recruiter to arrange his from Dyerville to Redcrest, in (Continued on page 40) 
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When you graduate, do you want a 

Sure you want a job... but you want more than just a job. You want a job 

with opportunity, a job that offers a challenge. Union Carbide offers such jobs. 

Jobs with opportunity for what? Advancement, for one thing. Union Carbide 

is introducing new products at the rate of one every fifteen days. Each new 

product opens up new avenues of advancement. Not only that; markets for 

our present products are expanding at an exciting rate too. 
Jobs with what kind of challenge? Union Carbide hag always operated on the 

frontiers of science. The challenges are the challenges of that frontier—the 
challenges of new ideas. Union Carbide is already among the largest U. S. 

producers of titanium—will tantalum be the next ‘wonder metal’? Union 
Carbide pioneered the two major plastics, vinyl and polyethylene—is another 
major break-through in the making? Challenging questions, and Union Carbide 
people are answering them. 

Representatives of Divisions of Union Carbide Corporation, listed below, will 
be interviewing on many campuses. Check your placement director, or write to 

the Division representative. For general information, write to V. O. Davis, 
80 East 42nd Street, New York 17, New York. 

(RE NT LS ea a TD A 

BAKELITE COMPANY Plastics, including SILICONES DIVISION _ Silicones for elec- GENERAL OFFICES—NEW YORK 
polyethylene, epoxy, fluorothene, vinyl, phenolic, trical insulation, release agents, water repellents, Accounting, Electronic Data Processing, Operations. 

and polystyrene. J. C. Older, River Road, Bound etc.; silicone rubber. P. 1. Emch, 30 East 42nd Research, Industrial Engineering, Purchasing. E. R. 

Brook, N. J. Street, New York 17, N. Y. Brown, 30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y. 

A SA os TE SR ES 

ELECTRO METALLURGICAL COMPANY UNION CARBIDE CHEMICALS COMPANY 
Over 100 ferro-alloys and alloying metals; titanium, Synthetic organic chemicals, resins, and fibers 
calcium carbide, acetylene. C. R. Keeney, 137— from natural gas, petroleum, and coal. W. C. p 
47th St., Niagara Falls, N. Y. Heidenreich, 30 East 42nd St., New York 17, N.Y. ss 

a 

‘SEES EE ESR EA a EO \ “~\\ 4 
} j 

HAYNES STELLITE COMPANY Special © UNION CARBIDE INTERNATIONAL COM- \ ee 
alloys to resist heat, abrasion, and corrosion; cast PANY Markets UNION CarBIDE products and i eee \ 

and wrought. L. E. Denny, 725 South Lindsay Street, operates plants overseas. C. C. Scharf, 30 East 42nd y ~y i 
Kokomo, Ind. Street, New York 17, N. Y. s y ai 
EE ee EL = 

LINDE COMPANY _ Industrial gases, metal UNION CARBIDE NUCLEAR COMPAN UNION ustr ; - MPANY 
working and treating equipment, synthetic gems, Operates Atomic Energy Commission facilities at CARBIDE oO ty 

molecular sieve adsorbents. P. |. Emch, 30 East Oak Ridge, Tenn., and Paducah, Ky. W. V. Hamilton, ; 

42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y. P. 0. Box “P”, Oak Ridge, Tenn. Ky CS) 

EES aS ee) SE PS 

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY Indus- VISKING COMPANY: Apioneerin packaging 
trial carbon and graphite products. PrESTONE —producer of synthetic food casings and poly- 
anti-freeze, EveREADY flashlights and_ batteries. ethylene film. Dr. A. L. Strand, 6733 West 65th 

S. W. Orne, P. 0. Box 6087, Cleveland, Ohio. Street, Chicago, III. 
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i . . LE LNLD SL NIe eaten ence nen Ne sneer NieuNeNa ey: Science Highlights = = (3 
(Continued from page 38) . rrr” _ S - _ 

the Atkinson Company set up a = = = Oe £2 
i —-.—rt—~”r—~—~—C—COCO”CS:*=“‘COCONOSW®CQNW  . if, schedule of 20,000 yards a day from i i #-. +. ff ret 

this cut. And they are meeting this ee > wi di » hel Peel 
schedule by “yarding” 18 big Cat- LL a 1M i 
erpillar DW20 Tractor-Scrapers up rr” ao : i / ib ah 
the 62 percent slope. =. _.. | Voy Ty f 

STRANGE CRYSTAL GROWTH MAY CF ae 2 i 
EXPLAIN STEEL FAILURE e m ANGE! 7 a a 

Crystals, which grow as delicate | a . £ Wa a | 
plates from the surface of stainless ey > fA Re s 
steel, may explain, for the first Is vO \ hw ie 
time, a destructive failure of the ivi, " hy Les _ LZ " 
metal known as “stress-corrosion | 4f a Ter >" | 
cracking.” This new theory was re- m4 
vealed by an international au- ‘ 
thority on corrosion, Dr. Earl A. 
Gulbransen, advisory chemist at the 
Westinghouse Research Labora- 
tories in Pittsburgh, Pa. Dr. Gul- 
bransen spoke before the Second Phot courtesy Westinghouse 
World Metallurgical Congress, at Crystals on stainless steel. 

the International Amphitheatre, 
Chicago, under sponsorship of the the metal. Minute crevices, there- billions of oxide “whiskers.” Only 
American Society for Metals. fore, might grow downward into about one or two millionths of an 

Stress-corrosion cracking can oc- the metal surface as the platelets inch in thickness, these whiskers 
cur in metal structures which are thrust themselves above it. This, we grow to a height 300 or 400 times 
chemically corroded while under an believe, may lead to concentration their diameter. Their density is 
internal or applied stress, such as a __ of stress at the base of the crev- about six billion per square inch of 
pull or twist. It can cause complete _ ices and eventually to failure of the — metal surface. These dimensions 
failure of the structure. metal.” can be visualized by imagining a 

Stress-corrosion cracking can be Working with Dr. Gulbransen in _three-foot chimney built to a height 
triggered even by such mildly cor- the experiments which led to the — of 1000 feet. The vast number of 
rosive substances as steam or hu- new theory were T. P. Copan and whiskers on the metal surface is ap- 
man perspiration; and it occurs in Dr. Daniel van Rooyen, research parent when it is realized that the 
objects subjected only to the inter- engineers at the Westinghouse Re- average human head of hair con- 
nal stresses left in them during — search Laboratories. The experi- tains only about 100,000 hairs. 
their manufacture. Stainless steel | ments are inherently quite simple, “Completely unexpected changes 
pipes, tubine blades—even coffee but extremely delicate and precise. occur in this crystal growth simply 
urns and cooking vessels can fail by In a typical experiment, a small by prestressing the stainless steel 
stress-corrosion cracking, piece of stainless steel wire, nine and adding only the slightest trace 

Dr. Gulbransen described the — thousandths of an inch in diameter — _Jess_than five parts per million— 
newly discovered crystals as “sub- and subject only to the residual of chloride ions to the atmosphere,” 
microscopic platelets of chromium _ stresses it normally possesses, is ex- Dr, Gulbransen said. 
oxide.” They form on strongly posed to a carefully controlled at- Instead of long thin filaments, we 
stressed stainless steel specimens mosphere of oxygen and water va- discover rows of thin, upright, par- 
which are exposed to corroding at- por at a red-hot temperature of allel plates growing along a definite 
mospheres containing traces of 1100 degrees Fahrenheit. ee en aphic di * . . ; : ystallographic direction. 
negatively charged chlorine atoms A small disk of stainless steel, Und he el i 
—more properly referred to as five thousandths of an inch thick h nader 't is electron TANCTOSCOPEs 
chloride ions. and having a hole six thousandths these crystals are easily penetrated 

“We believe that this unique — of an inch in diameter, substitutes with a 60,000-volt beam of elec- 
crystal growth has important bear- for the wire in some experiments. trons, placing their thickness at half 
ing on the whole general problem of After corrosion by the hot atmos- Se an inch or less. Analy- 
stress corrosion,” Dr. Gulbransen phere, the wire or disk is examined id shows them to have the charac- 
said, “for it has suggested to us a and photographed with the elec- teristic structure of an oxide of 
mechanism on the atomic scale to tron miscroscope. The pictures chromium Cr,O,. Chromium ee 

explain such corrosion. which result are startling. metal normally present in stainless 
“We think that this growth of Using very pure oxygen and wa- steels, and each tiny plate appears 

platelets on the surface of the steel ter vapor, the surface of a typical to be a single crystal of its oxide. 
could lead to a chemical cutting of sample of stainless steel erupts with (Continued on page 42) 
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How RCA brin icher, wid. n O Tl 8s a richer, wider range 

of musical sound to your home 
vewwewe® Before high fidelity, the that you can enjoy music almost as 

z sound of recorded music though you were there. 
me was limited—much as And now, Stereophonic Sound! A WHERE TO, MR. ENGINEER? 
mee) piano music would be if new and dramatic dimension in re- RCA offers careers in research, 
a you could hear only the — corded music is also yours to enjoy development, design, and man- 
sf i notes played on the center on RCA high fidelity instruments. ufacturing for engineers with 

of the keyboard. No Stereophonic units can be added to Bachelor or advanced degrees 
rich bass notes, no keen, most “Victrola’”® Hi-Fi systems any in E.E., M.E. or Physics. For 
vibrant highs. time you choose. See Ns ite to: Mr. 

RCA achievements in the science of In this, as in almost every area of Gone & einLin ee 
sound and acoustics changed all that. electronic progress in home entertain- Core Read OF AGieCiER 
Today, with RCA Victor records and _ ment, defense and industry, the leader- Camden 2, N. J. q 
high fidelity “‘Victrolas,” the full range ship of RCA serves you. RCA means 
of sound is reproduced so faithfully electronics at its best! 

@ RADIO CORPORATIOCN OF AMERICA 
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. * ‘ way sign program in the nation, signs. Mobile equipment in the 

Science Highlights designed S Gils the new 129- oie erection fonar’s float of 45 ve- 

(Continued from page 40) mile, $460 million Connecticut Toll _hicles includes self-propelled over- 
For some time scientists have Road one of the safest and most head cranes, bulldozers, trucks, 

known that the chloride ion is a ma- clearly marked turnpikes in tractors, and four-wheel drive 
jor factor in producing stress-cor- America. earth auger trucks which have 
rosion cracking of stainless steel, It Some 4,000 dark blue and dark drilled as many as 485 foundation 

would now appear that chloride green signs with intensely reflec- holes in a single day. Federal also 
ions could stimulate the growth of tive letters, and employing a num- has welding, painting, storage, and 
these unique, plate-like crystals in ber of highway sign advances, will shipping and receiving facilities at 

a strongly stressed metal, which guide motorists on the new high- _ its job site. 
growth might result in cracking and way, and its many interchanges When completed late in Decem- 
the ultimate failure of the steel. and four-leaf clover intersections. ber, the new highway will form a 

“Corrosion in all its forms isama- — About 3,000 two-piece trailblazers, busy, major link in the proposed 

jor national problem, costing distinctive emblems with arrows Maine to California turnpike sys- 
American industry an estimated which point the way to the super- tem. It extends from the New York 

$5,500,000,000 annually in replace- highway along its feeder roads are —_Jine near Greenwich in the south- 
ment costs alone,” Dr. Gulbransen also on order. In addition, 12,000 east corner of the state east along 

added. “Our experiments, we think, —_delineators—small silver and am- the shore of Long Island Sound, 

are typical of a new approach to _ ber-colored prismatic “cat’s eyes’"—__ and winds northeast to Killingly on 
this whole problem—an approach _ will clearly mark the shoulders of the Rhode Island border. 

OF the fundamental mechanisms ie tenestons Rolesal Sign and Sig. , * umber of highway sign ad- 
Ived in corrosi Or gene “he zn anc 918 vances incorporated in the Con- 

volved in corrosion. ‘ ual Corporation, t e nation's largest necticut Toll Road program in- 
Such an understanding, we be- _ highway sign manufacturer, is con- clude extensive use of interlocking 

lieve, will only come from carefully structing and erecting all of the aluminum extrusions to provide 
controlled experimentation on the signs and supporting structures un- iiasimum: stre! ngth and durability 

atomic scale, not from observations der contract with the Connecticut About 440 of the signs employ a 
| which depend upon massive effects State Highway Department. Dade Evel af epecial peHective 

under relatively uncontrolled The giant Connecticut Toll Road epg of the Feckoound which 

| conditions.’ sign iF oh 000 as Fis aaa multiplies the ability of the entire 
matel , s, of aluminum : . 

UNIFIED HIGHWAY SIGN for thd sions, ane. SOOO) Riu. oi eee UL Ue Gre PROGRAM " g at high speeds, some 

on: steel for the sign support struc- brightly illuminated fluorescent 
More than one million dollars tures. A highly mechanized con- signs installed on 110 overhead 

worth of all-aluminum highway struction task force, operating from gee] spans and 87 cantalevers will 
signs, supporting structures, and a field base in New Haven, is pre- help direct traffic at toll booths and 
zea ener are being eae paring the sign aie ae sup. special interchanges, : 
in the largest single, unife igh- port structures, and installing the All of the reflective letters, nu- 

; a _ — merals, and borders on the signs 

Ll ad a ho are demountable for easy mainte- 
maaan toe pone) XO gta : igh i i ical oe eS rey PL ee nance, At nig it, prismatic optica 

a a : A a ha } 24 puns lenses set into all letters, numerals, 

p te | arals ae ef a and borders will a them to 
ae > "AL! [eile siete nee | eas | = shine almost as brightly as car 

> Oo ae \e cia A > Lo ___ headlights. 

(o> | eA VE: Rete a A further safety feature, the 
oe oa aa st a Oo i 7 Sa “cat’s eyes” mounted on steel posts 

/ wR Oe oe Se four feet, six inches above the 
ig Ss SNe ae ras inde pavement to mark both sides of 
Oy ul as X ae “<> ee nll i the roadway throughout its entire 

< Ve —taten, a leg Pe, length, were also engineered for 

a : La uaa = maximum night time spot reflec- 
i. f aoe 4 , y a tion as an added highway safety 
Pc Ppa - 7 a= a device. Double rows of amber- 

ee a (25 Fr J <2 colored delineators signal caution 
j i LA ef at all curves and intersections. 

aa - a | THE END 

: 2 See &. Connecticut toll road signs being fab- 
foe Bae | eae e ricated in Federal Sign and Signal Cor- 

cc e Te poration plant. Note the reflectors em- 
a Ri} : : : bedded in the lettering and the use of 
i ._._._._iiéz4cl ee a aluminum extrusions. 
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Let’s get acquainted... 

e These are important days for you. You’re From our many experiences, we’ve found 

coming down the “home stretch” of your that our brochure ‘‘YoUR ENGINEERING 

college training. And you’re probably won- CAREER” has proved to be very helpful 

dering just where you can best start on a_ reading to men confronted with exactly the 

productive, satisfying engineering career. same questions and decisions you're facing 

There are many directions in which youcan right now. Why not mail the coupon for 

go. You want to be sure you select wisely. your copy? It’s packed with down-to-earth 
It isn’t always an easy decision. information which may help you...plenty. 

—— [ToT eS So ee ee ee ae eed 
a : : Square D Company, Dep't EM ' 
— ee I 6060 Rivard Street, Detroit 11, Michigan I 

a eo! I'd like a copy of Square D’s brochure, ““youR ENGINEERING CAREER” i 

a a I am primarily interested in [J Research, Design & | 
: a Development Engineering [] Manufacturing Engineering ' 

| O Sales Application and Field Engineering I 

| | 
! ROAM e228 te ee It : 

| SERCO aa a CEA GSitet ! 

| | 
j ADDRESS____ a ee 
| | 

[DI ba 
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CAN YOU FIGURE IT OUT? 

223 years ago, the good townspeople 
: 

of Koenigsberg amused themselves 

with this puzzle: How to cross all 

of their town’s seven bridges in one wo 

a wl : EPID DIST 
trip without recrossing any of Clas : eS ROSS 

: NS 
Can you figure it out? ae ahd OS NGG LE EE ILLS, 

SOT 
—\ 

fo ee 
—— ae 

/ fy LE ELRLES, NN) : Soe 
S| BSS SER 

ee 
eS 

US. ee SEA a 
COO, Spee 

oe ISLAND 
SO OS ore Nye) GEEZ 
So es 

C | : PEE NTA AGS GOST I OS. : 
t Fe mi eerie a nein 

; ae ; S — 
’ : ee [ene RIVER ~~~~ Te eg OS® 

Cee Se ELLE SDDS 
4 Ane } eR A NAA Sp ane iainn inn incee pa ine a Ain nee Aine 

EOL Oe SEDI ETE 
: dL SOLD, 

— SOLES |) CSLON NA) SOSS 
4 fe SS DECC OTS. 

; ILIAD AL 

the Boe 
oe 

} ig 

“ be Clana tei 

i FIGURING OUT A CAREER? \\ a 

! ce : Selecting a career can be puzzling, too. _ tion will take on increasing importance. 

/ Sometimes, as with the seven bridges, the Transistorized computers offer an excellent 

answers aren’t always available. In engi- chance for development work in computer 

neering and research, it’s just as important circuits . . . high-frequency power supplies 
Robert G. Hildenbrandt tells ot : 5 " . : 
hal ifs like: t6' be ‘ond to discover that no solution may be possible. . . magnetic amplifiers, regulators, storage 

why he likes being...an 28 to find the solution. It is equally true in devices. Challenge? It’s tremendous — for 

Electronic Circuit Designer career selection that some companies can we're working not only on present systems, 

with IBM. provide solutions . . . opportunities for _ but those of the future!” 
growth . . . not always available in all com- 
panies. Here’s how Bob Hildenbrandt found — 

the solution to his career problem—at IBM: There are many excellent opportunities for 

“Since joining IBM,” Bob says, “I’ve seen well-qualified engineers, physicists and 

some amazing developments in advanced mathematicians in IBM Research, Develop- 

circuitry. In my opinion, transistorized digi- ment and Manufacturing Engineering. Why 

tal airborne computers represent one of the not ask your College Placement Director 

most progressive assignments in electronics when IBM will next interview on your cam- 

pieacuvion® today. As we enter the missile age, the pus? Or, for information about how your 

technology of packaging and miniaturiza- degree will fit you for an IBM career, 
This is one of the cele- 
brated problems of math- ; 
ematics, dating from the Mr. R. A. Whitehorne 

18th century. That it IBM Corp., Dept. 852 
JUST WRITE TO: ’ 

CAN’T be done was 590 Madison Avenue 
proved by the great New York 22, N. Y. 

mathematician Euler in iil 

1735. Euler’s “solution” Sava Bee 

founded the science of 
topology, important to- INTERNATIONAL Siiraeesvopuere 

day in electronic circuit BUSINESS MACHINES SPECIAL ENGINEERING PRODUCTS 

design. a CORPORATION ‘SUPPLIES 
TIME EQUIPMENT 
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Tear out this page for YOUR BEARING NOTEBOOK... 

° oo af 
How to get higher ots 

spindle accuracy, | | (a 
. _. s&s ae a = 

cul costs too iw Peete 
ibe L / Peay e engineers who designed =| _  . ie 
this new surface grinder had to te | a , = | 
be sure of the highest spindle y _ E 
accuracy in order to get the Pp La i 
smooth spindle operation re- i=- aU 
quired for extreme precision | 5 
work, To hold the work and | | ~y ZA 
wheel spindles rigid, maintain |. / a y i 
highest accuracy, the engineers - 5 : ; 
specified Timken® “00” tapered —_ ren 
roller bearings. Timken ‘‘00” - ~=~©-| ! ‘ 
bearings make possible the CT Sees 
closest machining tolerances -—=—r— sg. - 
ever achieved. Run-out is held ————“‘<2X7zF p » 
to 75 millionths of an inch. [age 9 | ‘i se 
And they gave the manufac. “a Ve 
turer greater capacity in less i. A > Lod 

CJ space, cut manufacturing costs ec y by L 
¥; over earlier spindles used. 2 J c a 

C . oe ly y 

ily 

fy cA 7, J 
Ly) How Timken bearings hold shafts rigid to maintain 

(P accuracy—The full line contact between Timken bear- 

y ing rollers and races gives shafts rigid support over a 
| oe | wide area. Shaft deflection is minimized. And the tapered 

Rad : i ; 3 
LTE) design of Timken bearings permits them to be set up 

yyy with the most desirable amount of end play or preload 
that gives the best performance. 

f=»... Want to learn more about job help create Better-ness? If so—write 
Fi ge opportunities? Timken bearings for your free copy of: “BET TER-ness 
i = x help make better machines. Better and your career at the Timken Com- . 

| machines enrich our lives, give us pany”. The Timken Roller Bearing 
piece | more sparetime. It’s whatthe Timken Company, Canton 6, Ohio. 

=< Company calls Better-ness. Want to 

TAPERED Ge; 
O Go & 

ROLLER BEARINGS Sexe Se 
TRADE-MARK REG. U.S. PAT. OFF, — 

WOT JUST A BALL CD) NOT JUST A ROLLER C— THE TIMKEN TAPERED ROLLER C— BEARING TAKES RADIAL dao THRUST ->(])+— LOADS OR ANY COMBINATION We 
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Your Career 
(Continued from page 17) 

degree in business administration 
: which he expects this coming June. 

: Some other typical problems 
_ oe which Workshop students were as- 
, eae signed are: 
— ea ; a i inrin i Evaluate a modification which 

eal Po a : has been made on a pilot plant in 
heme 's z synthetic granules production and 

‘ . wei determine the best operating con- 
i _ : ditions for producing detergent ed p & g 

Pe paste using the modification. 
: : og < : Find the source and determine 

od € how to correct excessive dust and 
3 \ c ¥ oo ’ product loss through the vacuum 

. : filter system on a high-speed syn- 
7 thetic detergents packing line. 
a Determine fixed and_ variable : 

ra - portions of electrical power usage | 
oy 7 in several plant departments so that 

a accurate charges may be made to 
a the departments and to operations. 

P & G Workshop coordinator points out to John Bollinger the major buildings and Develop a method and design 
process areas of the Company’s Ivorydale factory in Cincinnati. The two stand high equipment to accomplish eco- 
atop P & G’s St. Bernard factory which is adjacent to Ivorydale. nomically a special short-run 

production. 
Prepare a multi-factor incentive 

plan for a production operator. 
In addition to the staff division 

ee ps — : _ . Workshops in Engineering and in 
— oo ce oe ca iy L Research and Development an In- 

a. =a == c= P : dustrial Engineering Workshop 
| | = =i eee J ' ~— 3 was held at Cincinnati and Sum- 

— ~~ _ mer Workshops dealing principally 
— \ : oe in Factory Management were held 
La cco ge} Ay ' “oes —: at company plants in Long Beach, 
Saal Lees e gs . ia Calif., Dallas, Tex., and Quincy, 

a 7 @ : an 1 a ‘ hn S P| Mass., as well as at the Ivorydale 
af bevel : 8 ome _ pe factory in Cincinnati. 

‘, poe A oe , Divided into the various Work- 
aX f shops in 10- to 18-man groups by 

‘ pu Lb | career area, the men participated 
a. 7 — eae | | in seminars at the completion of 

ee a aid i / each problem. Each workshop man 
Da J : < 5 E presented a report on his problem 

- + Poe - ae —SC-—~S—~—tsSSs‘tto’ hee others in his group and to 
~ _——— oa - | members of company management; 

aa , Co the group reports give each stu- 
‘ ey ’ F —t™~—. ECU an over-all picture of the com- 

|. ff os — | pany’s technical and engineering 
, | - operations in his Workshop area. 

a : : And the two weeks wasn’t all 
work, Friendships formed quickly 

Cd _ in the exchange of information be- 
X , tween men coming from different 

colleges. Evenings and during the 
single week end the men were free 

At hotel where Workshop men stay there’s further opportunity for friendly ex- to enjoy the sports, cultural and 
change of information between students from widely separated parts of the country. social facilities and historical points 
In an after hour “bull session” in one of the students’ rooms are Hugh Warner (MIT, of interest in and around the city 

Research and Development Workshop), Pierre Mamin (Ecole Centrale, Engineering), they swereiin: 
Paul Miller (Cornell, Industrial Engineering), John Bollinger (Wisconsin, Engineer- 
ing) and Roger Middlekauff (Cornell, Ivorydale Factory Management). (Continued on page 66) 
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Wh | big job 

It takes a lot more than electronic calculators advance planning. Facing new situations daily, 

and push buttons to run a big refinery like ours they work with many people in the Research 

at Whiting. It takes scientifically trained and Center and in the refinery. As a result, they 

skilled men. Take, for example, Bill Nemec, who gain an ever-widening knowledge of refinery 

shares in the responsibilities of our Refinery operations. 

Economics Division Technical Service group. Sound interesting? Bill Nemec is one of hun- 

A chemical engineer, Bill came to us from dreds of young men with widely varied back- 

the University of Michigan. He and his associ- _ grounds, talents and responsibilities building 

ates work on problems involving chemical careers at Standard Oil’s progressive Whiting, 

engineering, economics, cost control andsound Indiana, laboratories. | 

d Oil Standard Oil Company (staxoaro 
910 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago 80, Illinois | 
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HOW TO “BREAD BOA ee RD” YOUR FUTURE 

... AT RAYTHEON 

Right i ‘ 
ght at the start, it’s nice to feel you “belong”. 

to know what your job is, and the kind elong”— You enjoy pleasant living i 

open to you. : of future tive communiti, g in one of many attrac- 

ene ies. Through Raytheon’s graduate 

At Raytheo ; 
is you can contin’ i 

nm, while we re i: :. 
i ue your studies at 

of trying your skills in watiotn pla the importance several convenient centers of learn- ee 

policy to make you a prod ius places; at's company. ing in the Boston area. 
ee \ 

as possible. mene Se 

} I 

WRITE Fi 

Career opportunities exist for engi R ae 
= ! 

and mathematicians to man ‘eapantatit? nl 
a Co campus interviews at ae 

Ee 
r ee ny colleges. Ch i en 

missiles, radar, co eg projects in: ges. Check with your pl ih 

mm 
Zi ‘ 

. f place- |; & ee 

wave: cna -anihede Lo ehe,” Se | for more information. Write \am a 

es, physics, ii 
illiam J. Howells, J 

| wee 

metallurgy, se . , physics, infrared, 6 fF , Jr, for a copy of | adhe oe | 

gy, servomechanisms. 
> Your Life and Your Future at Raytheon” _—————— i 

—no cost or obligation. 
| eonins ma rmnencones Vil 

RAYTHEON 
— : 

MANUFACT URING COMPANY 

a 
Excellence 

. Massachusetts 
in Electronics



Wi in Society of 

Professional Engi 

WAUKESHA CHAPTER ——_——————  Genisot was present and briefed 
RICHARD P. JAHNKE ENGINEERS’ CREED . the chapter on business of the so- 

The November meeting of the m Fat be engineer, Fidedieats ciety at the State level. President 

Waukesha Chapter was different to the advancement and betterment of Genisot announced that the state 

in that it included a tour following human welfare. public relations committee plans to 
dinner, rather than the usual 1 PLEDGE SPpOnsOr a. contest at high school 
speeches or movies. The tour, ar- To give the utmost of petiornante, level in all chapters of Wisconsin. 

ranged by Vice-president, Perry Mie arbicinate te none but neat a“ The contest will be an essay en- 

Wilder, was of the facilities at Mil- laws’ of and the highest standards of titled, My Future in Engineer- 
waukee County's Mitchell Field, professional conduct. To place service ing”. Two prizes are to be awarded 

A . . - : before profit, the honor and standing of in each chapter. 
and the dinner was served in Mit- the profession before personal advantage z pee : 
chell Field’s Viscount Room. and the public welfare above all other President Genisot presented Mr. 

Following dinner, a short busi- conta In c iauestilty and io Ralph Purucker of the Public Serv- 
ness meeting was held, and then ee vine Guidance, I make this ice Commission with an award for 

the controls were turned over to eee eee eee his outstanding work in public 

R. J. Schmitz, assistant airport service and for a job well done. 
manager. He briefed us on the PUBLIC RELATIONS The members were reminded of 

physical layout and the operating Cart W. Grsster, State Chairman the Muegge-Motl High School 
problems encountered at the field Wis. Valley Ch. scholarship fund and contributions 

and on what the future held in ROBERT Cuaypoor, Ch., Milwaukee Ch. of $76.00 were received from the 

store for commercial aviation. Lester W. Srockner, Ch., membership at the meeting. 

Our tour started in the control Peers Southwest o. Latch, President Maxfield introduced 
tower where we viewed the radar hen ap Janes Ch Stee ee the speaker of the evening, Prof. 

learned how it worked RTHUR M. Moopy, Ch., Western Ch. Ben G. Elliott, Chairman, U.W. 

sateen, sarne o > Mantey B. Monsen, Ch., Northwest Ch. 3 * 
what each of the “dots” on the Haaaene Netson, Ch, Fox River Department of Mechanical Engi- 

screen represented, and heard di- Valley Ch. neering who talked OR the subject 
rections being given to the pilots E. C. Kesric, Ch., Lake Superior Ch. Unity in the Engineering Profes- 
of incoming and outgoing planes. A. W. De Bratsz, Ch., Southeast Ch. sion”. Prof. Elliott gave a short his- 

Next came the weather bureau tory of the unity movement fol- 

where we viewed the machinery SECRETARY’S OFFICE lowed by selected references from 

duplicating the current weather 575 Toepfer Avenue the various proposals submitted by 
maps. Then, we toured the field’s Madison 5, Wisconsin separate engineering organizations. 

air express facilities, were shown Harotp N. Kinespury, Secretary- This talk was of special interest to 

through North Central Airlines of- Treasurer - eupnen tones stronger na- 

fice and unique ticket reservations ional voice, protessional recogni- 
facilities, aa inspected one of BREBRCATION COMMITEE tion and other benefits derived 
Capital Airlines’ jet-airliners, the Sore av ereiuy. Avenue from the unified action of one 

Viscount. Cuartes M. Pentaman, Chairman organization. 
Unfortunately, our chapter Doveras F. Hast, Vice Chairman The Southwest Chapter held a 

president, and a pilot in his own Directors meeting following the 

right, Joe Kuranz, could not at- W.S.P.E. OFFICERS—1957—58 program. Business included pro- 

tend. He was laid low by pneu- Antuony L. Genisor, President graming for January and Engi- 
monia but is now well on the road —Crrorp J. Nexson, First Vice President neering Week in February. Two 
to recovery and should be back Mi Be TrestEer, Second Vice President applications for retired member- 
5. RTHUR C, BEHLING, Past President ship status were approved. 
Soon. H. N. Kinessury, Secretary, Treasurer Ps PP. 

SOUTHWEST CHAPTER Too j, Lamon, Deeeor WISCONSIN VALLEY CHAPTER 
JAMES A. JARVIS Cuarues F, Priuc, Director CARL W. GIESLER 

The December meeting was FON Amnon, Diseteon The Wisconsin Valley Chapter, 

held at the Cuba Club on Thurs- — 7 WSPE, met at Wausau on Decem- 

day, December 12, with 71 mem- NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE ber 7, 1957. The engineers toured 
bers and guests in attendance. A. Own Acris the Marmet Corporation, makers 
W.S.P.E. President, Anthony L. Wiiarp S$, Corrincuam (Continued on page 52) 
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Meet the President 

_~ o 

a a 

2 oe 

a eS 
' | «| _ 

tees : ae | oe 

y & a > | a ef . Se . 
Uv : ‘ 1 \ 

John R. Mangan. William F. Steuber. 

OHN Richard Mangan, presi- 2, one of the company’s two largest ILL Steuber, Southwest Chap- 
dent of the Western Chapter, plants. ter WSPE, says he has the 
was born in Chicago, March 17, John has been active in the best engineering job in exist- 

1918. He entered the cooperative | Western Chapter for a number of ence. As Chief of P ublic Informa- 
course in engineering at Illinois years, and has served as Treasurer _ tion for the State Highway Com- Tech, and worked at the Buda and Vice-President. In addition to ae of ee i “aie : 2 3 ‘ writing and talking about wha Company, Harvey, I, while study- ene E, . Se of ot: ee cntlaes a 
ing. At Tech he was active in box- Charl / as Ki Je “The ae The State Highway Commission 
ing; he was also a member of the ‘ ae hide a a : th Oy AVE - Hag just announced a construction 
Black Horse Troop. After gradua- Mey : d i a ON eee program totalling $134 million for tion, in 1942, he continued with ©%® Ge ah 2 EO: : 1958. It represents a lot of right of the Buda Company until 1943, John’s main extracurricular ac- way to be bought, a lot of plans to when he went to Goodyear Air- tivity is boating and fishing. He be drawn, a lot of machines exca- craft, Akron, Ohio, where he re-  SPends most of his free time, in the vating yardage and laying pave- 
mained until 1947, After a year Summer at least, out on the Mis- ment. It also represents many col- in consulting practice in New sissippi in his boat. He has also umns of print in the newspapers, Canaan, Conn., John joined The been active in the Toastmasters’ many articles in the trade papers, 
rane: Lal Cross Wis. Club. letters from concerned citizens to 

: 3 i Though John’s work has been be answered, speeches to be writ- 
After several years in charge of concerned mainly with production, ten and delivered. The work of the refrigeration assembly, John was he has a deep interest in the more Public Information Section is to 
given responsibility for all as- technical aspects of engineering. provide as many of these services sembly operations in Plant 2 of As an indication of this, he holds a = as_ possible and in a manner to 
The Trane Company. In 1955 he patent on a reciprocating com- maintain the best of good will. 
was made Superintendent of Plant pressor design. (Continued on page 58) 
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W S P E This activity is so timed that Wh V h P e 

(Continued from page 50) prizes can be presented the area y oug t rojects 

of aluminum products, between in gs auti g engineers’ Week State- Brin Out Th e B est 

4:00 and 5:00 P. M. At 5:00 P. M. : O at : ee : g 

they met back at the Wausau Ho- wads py # Eas Bo a this ® 
ee . contest with abou news- 

tel to hold their winter business Saat : ; In A En l e Tt 

meeting. The primary item of busi- papers, ane mA ee ae n 8 n e 
ae nitiae 4 . ticipating. e contest officially 

vlan tor tne setting x spouias opened December 16, 1957 and will At Vought, the engineer doesn’t often 

itfee was = vsinted by Mr. Paul “ose January 21, 1957. This will forget past assignments. Like all big 

Schroede?, Pee dent te jude the _ give time for the nine chapters in events, they leave vivid memories. 

beat chan) etadent ie 8 he Wisconsin to judge their entries And it’s no wonder. 
high school student entries in the 14 submit their first place entry 

eee Se es coe for judging at the state level. About For here the engineer contributes te 

5 Deel WW, Cesk es 4M vin 550 high schools in the state have history-making projects — among 

Tels . ar C Cl 716 s or “Tent “Olk been asked to have their students them the record-breaking Crusader 

lomo k , claeuee “f eer > participate in this venture. Re- fighter; the Regulus II missile, chosen 
Jol Mn ; coal nee > Tosse M el sponse from school administrators io arm our newest nuclear subs; and 

aivemar eee ene ae in the state has been very favorable the new fast-developing 1,500-plus- 
derby, Gordon Morrison and Al d they hh seal ElOpINE Pius 

Pearson. This committee is in- 9 2”C they have expressed a great mph fighter, details of which are still 

structed to meet as soon as entries peer! id en a society classified. 
oe eT wemed Sas ae g enter this field of activity, . 

oie a meeeIe Pick ast eae It is planned that some of the The Vought engineer watches such 

Pino pera ‘ ve AL Genisot, 22rd presentations can be made weapons take shape. He supervises 

Bite Beard d oT t for state wi de over some state radio and TV net- critical tests, and he introduces the 

‘ doin 5 restaen’ ° works, and we feel this is a good weapons to the men with whom they 

J ene hee eqglineen were: onc activity around which we will cen- _ will serve. 

“ : Si sale ter our Engineers’ Week Program. : . a. 

gaged in the above activities the 7 our Engh 8 Engineers with many specialties share 

engineer's ladies played cards or STATE NEWS these experiences. Today, for exam- 

‘After dinner the group was en- The | Board of Directors for Projects involving: 

tertained by a chalk talk given by some time has felt that January is electronics design and manufacture 

Mr. Arnold Diedrickson and a pre- —-10t phe pee a a nals ane inertial navigation 

sentation by the Franklin School nual meeting. Probably the big rea- oo. ; 

Fun Band. y son concerns the program of the investigation of advanced propulsion 

Mr. Louis L. Sheerar and Mr. society. The chairmen of the dif- methods 

Harold Erickson of Wausau ferent committees are asked to give Mach 5 configurations 

handled arrangements for the @ report on the activities of the , a i 

meeting. 8 committees in the middle of the ~~ s excellent R&D facilities 

STATE PLR operating year. When this report is elp the engineer t rough unexplored 

eS MaIIEL NEWS made they have found it rather  4768S- And by teaming up with other 

CARL W. GIESLER difficult to continue interest in the — SPecialists against mutual challenges, 

Ae the Milwaukee Wissonsis, committee work, The board also the Vought engineer learns new fields 

November 30, 1957 board meeting felt that a meeting later in the while advancing in his own. 

of the Wisconsin Society of Pro- business year would also increase kkk 

fessional Engineers our State Board attendance at the meeting. The Would you like to know what men 

took steps to set up an essay con- business meeting starting, in 1959 with your training are doing at 

ne * high school students will be held sometime during April, Vought... what you can expect of a 
test for high se Mi P 

throughout the state. May or June. Vought career? 

ee cee ed Eee Election of Officers For full information, see our repre- 

canelag For Me’. Each chapter In order to elect officers so that Sentative during his next campus visit. 

will select a 1st place winner from they can make plans for the next * kok 

its area and present this student Year, it is proposed to have elec- Or write directly to: 

with a $25.00 bond. The second tions held by mail at the usual eee 

best entry from each chapter area time. There will be a proposed _ _C. A, Besio 

will be given $10.00 in cash. The amendment to the constitution Supervisor, Engineering Personnel 

first place winner from each chap- presented to the membership for Dept. CM-4 

ter then becomes eligible for con- approval in December. Tt will be rs 

sideration for the $50.00 bond first — necessary to send the proxies back ey 

place in the state. All prize money © the new secretary's office so they <b Suenr AIRCRAFT 

both state and chapter will be sup- — ™*@Y be counted as soon as pos- mem a Ae TEE’ 

plied by the state organization. (Continued on page 64) 
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Vought = 
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\y The Ai ft Desi \ A e Aircraft Designer 

( o Went to Sea... 
X 

; IT WAS A ROUTINE CRUISE For six days the designer shared quarters with Navy 
‘or the Bon Homme Richard. fighter pilots and had coffee with maintenance men. 

But for Wayne Burch, it was a memorable climax _He studied aircraft spotting and catapulting, and he 
to months of hard work. Aboard the carrier with learned the sign language of the LSO (Landing Sig- 
the Chance Vought design specialist was the white- nal Officer). He marveled at the fingersnap timing 
lacquered fighter he’d worked on so long. of the Navy’s deck handlers and at the Bon Homme 

te Richard’s mid-voyage refueling of two bobbing 
Wayne had joined the Crusader dayfighter project dlestzoyers: * 
in Preliminary Design, on alighting and_ arresting Wayne calls it “one of the most enjoyable weeks gear. He’d transposed his initial drawings into detail of my life”... and, as ather sea-going Vought 
design and, later, he’d watched his gear pass jig and engineers have discovered, “one of the most profit- 
aircraft drop tests. At the Navy Test Center, the able, too. 
a gear — rape sink 7 a “Now I know the pilot’s job, what maintenance 
arresting ension, ani urch once more was ere. wants... how really big the operation is. 

* “It’s something you don’t get if you stick too close 
Now, Navy pilots on the Bon Homme Richard were to design. 
taking the Crusader to sea, and Burch was going “T guess you’d call it perspective.” 
along. This time his assignment was simply to watch, 
and this time the Crusader was to be just part of _, At Chance Vought the designer stays in touch the picture. Vought wanted him to experience carrer ith hls praduct Contact Begins in development, 
Wayne ee oe Segara cade te ribet a study by the fepltter of the tactical environment 5 a wii in which his weapon will serve. 
day’s fishing from a 20-foot launch, it promised to 
be an eye-opening voyage. Soe nok 

OUGHT AIRCRAFT 
© NC ORPORATED: DALLAS, TEXAS 
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The Importance of Wooldridge scientists and engineers have pioneered in this 

field, and the photograph above shows the RW-30 Airborne 

DIGITAL TECHNIQUES _ Digital Computer. 
The RW-30 is an example of what can be accomplished 

through the application of digital techniques in conjunction 
Digital techniques constitute one of the important devel- with modern semiconductor components. It performs com- 

opments which have made possible the recent advances in _ plete mathematical operations, including multiplications, at 
computers and related equipment for computation, data the rate of 4000 per second (as fast as large scientific com- 
processing, and industrial and military electronic control. puters). Yet it occupies only 4.19 cubic feet, weighs 203 

Digital computers for scientific computation range from pounds and uses 400 watts power. It is packaged in four 
small specialized units costing a few thousand dollars, to separate units to facilitate installation in aircraft. The mag- 

large general-purpose computers costing over a million netic drum memory has a capacity of 2607 21-bit words. 

dollars. One of these large computers is a part of the Ramo- The versatility inherent in digital techniques makes it pos- 
Wooldridge Computing Center, and a second such unit is sible for the RW-30 to handle such varied military aircraft 
being installed early this year. problems as navigation, armament control and bombing, and 

Electronic data processing for business and industry is combinations of these problems, without changes in the 
rapidly growing based on earlier developments in electronic RW-30 itself. . 

computers, Data processors have much in common with The RW-30 also serves to illustrate the balanced integra- 
computers, including the utilization of digital techniques. A tion of systems analysis and product engineering which is a 
closely related field is that of industrial process control. To principal objective at Ramo-Wooldridge. Similar programs 

meet the needs in this field, Ramo-Wooldridge has recently —_are in progress on other airborne and electronic control sys- 
put on the market the RW-300 Digital Control Computer. tems, communication and navigation systems, and electronic 

The use of digital techniques in military control systems instrumentation and test equipment. Engineers and scientists 
is an accomplished fact. Modern interceptor aircraft, for are invited to explore cpenings in these fields at Ramo- 

example, use digital fire control systems. A number of Ramo- Wooldridge. 

S730 ARBOR VITAE STREET * LOS ANGELES 45, CALIFORNIA 
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world of aluminum in 

of tomorrow, 
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WRITE for your copy of A Career for You With Alcoa 

Aluminum is where the excitement is. New uses, new designs, "| Aluminum Company of America 
more metal being produced than ever before. Tomorrow will . | 1825 Alcoa Building 
be even better. Maybe you’ve seen Alcoa’s Forecast ads in ee Lit Pittsburgh 19, Pennsylvania 
Time, Saturday Evening Post, The New Yorker. Ph ei es 

The men who will make this forecast come true are in 2) }e1) Mijjge Please send me a copy of A Career for You With 
college today. Perhaps it’s the man who sits next to you in mt on ices: i d mee 
Advanced Phys Met or Machine Analysis or Heat Power ™gi> ar] ga 
Design or Chem Engineering Kinetics or Marketing or Cost —s& pf NAME 
Accounting. Or maybe it’s you. oo be ADDRESS. a Het A If you have that extra spark of imagination . . . creativity 4 Teak 
... adventurousness . . . take the first step: see your Place- CITY: AND STATES ete tS are ie 
ment Director or write for your copy of Alcoa’s Career 
Guide. It tells an exciting story . . . of the future of the COLLEGE 
young Imagineers who join up with the men who built the tober 
aluminum business. 

NEW! “ALCOA THEATRE” 
EXCITING ADVENTURE DATE OF GRADUATION 

ALTERNATE MONDAY EVENINGS 
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February 1903 difficulty was experienced in filling of the business, social, and politi- 

ITHOUT question the the house. It must be said in this cal world, and of human interests | 

minstrel show given by connection however that there in general. They have little knowl- 
the senior engineers on were large numbers of “Hill” stu- edge in common with the gradu- 

March 5th was a “howling suc- dents making inquiries as to the ates of our literary colleges, and 
cess.” The show took the place of price of admission who were evi- hence often find little pleasure in 
one of the regular engineering so- dently very anxious to gain an — such associations. They become 
ciables, the financial backing being _ entrance. clannish, run mostly with men of 
furnished by the social committee. their class, take little interest in 
It was therefore possible to issue December 1901 the commercial or business depart- 
invitations to all engineering stu- The one crying weakness of our ments of the establishments with 
dents and their ladies, so that no engineering graduates is ignorance which they are connected, and so 
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i February 1899 
oO ote, : It would certainly be very detri- 

Ee cc a ud : mental to an American boy to take 
“ges 4 Sa mane his entire course in engineering in 

ie * a Gwe’ gs re er : a German polytechnicum, but if he 
ey Ny <2 a Ay hopes to teach engineering sub- 
a © pa er jects he would do well to go 
a a, oe SL : abroad and study a year or two af- 

(. =e de ne a were ter completing his studies at home 
OO ee fate oe : , and after having a taste of home 

| ie - ea ; : aa practice. This would perfect him 
ye Pe ee yo “ in his use of the German language, 
, Ser ON ae eS ‘ and add to his theoretical accom- 
i a CE \ eS : _ plishments in some directions. 

Pi we. wa 2 ; There is now so much of real 
‘ . a a. " value to Americans which can be 

The University of Wisconsin Football team of 1899. chien ae Soe ame of 

become more and more fixed in (Continued on next page) 
their inanimate worlds of matter a ae rah 4 spe ie emacs 
and force. I beseech you, there- _ EL i 
fore while yet students, to try to | Peele 9 “Be@ = Number I a 
broaden your interests, extend | oe Ee ee i 
your horizons now into other fields, | oo ew oe me crt / ar, We 
even but for a bird’s-eye view, and = i Waa & & ham, | °O SIN ) profit, so far as possible, by the 7 WW Be Qo & wee OS Need nd. 
atmosphere of universal knowl- : i oe Dh ee —— 4 
edge which you can breath here tt Ww. Pe 4 Mm fe” ff 
through the entire period of your nn S| . A co | ‘ a, fo , oe & 

, : BE o_O . ‘eee He potllansa voor Times avons by ime University = 
That the automobile, especially ce DECEMBER, 1905 — Es 

the electric, has come to stay can- 7 ele 
not be doubted, but to what extent #7. Si ae 
remains to be seen. We know that eee oS 
there certainly cannot be the same ——————— ee NL sympathy and affection between [7 t . the owner of a vehicle and his mo- [jas Ca . 

intelligent animal. As to the pleas. =| Bp gis  rtrtr:””~—~—“—OC*CL 
ure of operating a controller or | ON . 
holding the reins, that lies with the |= By em te 
tastes of the individual, but it can- | Specifications for an Engin a ie not be doubted that where dol |= 9p MA Level-t Semen 7 a lars and cents are involved and not =| Bp ey ha i a ar 1a 

should supersede our present meth- =f Kee hcuwner se 29 oth 
ods of traffic. The cost of doing the | Bf = Be ei i ye 

as compared with horses is much || Af | gg ge rrr rerrrlmCUmU 

The advantages from a sanitary | . eo a ge 4 1 
point of view are also not to be ee ED wales | 
forgotten. Think of the refuse a 2 eo ye | 
which 100,000 horses in our large : ; e Fe 
cities, both in stables and on the ' ; 1 oye - ; 
street, create. Also consider the : : 
condition of our paved roads due 
to the wear and tear of these ani- / 
mals. How much simpler the prob- ; 
lem of the maintenance of good 
roads would be. 
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PSone ~=—s would give one a familiarity with are made. The pictures are on 
si oe the ieiguaps. the methods of glass, and are not only colorless, 

RN / ee teaching, and the subjects taught, but almost invisible when viewed 
‘bes > i a Pach besides broadening one in many ‘in ordinary lights, but when placed 
EE PSE | ie coon ways. It is now a wise policy, if in a viewing apparatus, consisting 

2 | ALE ea one anticipates a career as a of a convex lens on a light frame, 
Cee, GAT! |W iy cid Sal ‘y4j teacher of any subject in science or show the colors of nature with 

, Mee ie eee engineering, to spend at least one __ great brilliancy. 
Ff ae cate =6| )=— faes =—syear at a German university or THE END 
ay ay Od _ 4 polytechnicum after having  fin- 
Pel ep ae ished his studies at home. President 

N Ae June 1900 (Continued from page 51) 

The Steam Engineering Laboratory of Within the nineteenth century a Today, Steuber’s surveying is of 

greater change has been wrought _ situation rather than of line and his 
. , . in our modes of life than in all the designing goes into speeches rather 
7 ‘ preceding centuries. We have ac- than into structures. “From Wye 

aad Sor Se : customed ourselves to look with- levels to words wasn’t an unusual 
rad ee out surprise on the mechanical transfer at all,” he says, “I took a 

| wonders that surround us; on our combination of engineering and 

TY de : } railroads that transport millions English at the University of 
a4 A He ; | upon millions of men; on our — Wisconsin.” 
\ Tal oe hi a / steamers that cross the seas; on the The combination has worked 

eters BY | aH eS annihilation of space by telegraph well, After graduation in 1930, Bill 
i had A and telephone; all these are the — went to the Highway Commission’s 

ea ee achievements of this century and district office at La Crosse where 

o— | ie Y a mainly of its latter half. Stages of he ran road surveys, designed high- 
° — development which once it took ways and was resident engineer on 
The Wood Shop—1901. centuries to pass through, which at the construction of others, He was 

the beginning of this century it brought into the Madison office 
nm Nt took decades, are now passed and put into highway safety work 

ori eee through within fractions of a year; just before World War II. He held 
Lacie ei Bee eg debasing superstition, destructive a war service appointment as a 
" tae: Wie > een bette fanaticism, these arch-enemies of technical writer at the Forest Prod- 
ia ine Bay x a ae ie man and of true civilization, re- —_ucts laboratory. At the war’s close 
ob ty \\ : a ee cede before the marching-on of — Steuber returned to the State High- 
ra 17 ELEN mi ys science. _ way Commission as Assistant to 

ee a ne aN | St 43 When we search for the cause of the State Highway Engineer. 

Ee ” y om NENG A | a xe superiority of our time over that In 1953 General Motors Corpo- 

* agers ‘ Til i hd which has gone before, we must sation announced an essay contest 
"ae a a ee ie ce see it in the union and interaction Gy “How to Plan and Pay for the 

AS eee ee " of science and technics. We also gate and Adequate Highways We Ree i 5 it i institutions 6 a 

The D: namo. Laboratory of 1899. a ment Perret. ae Need.” Steuber prepared ani entry 
” 7 a vancement OL. RROWIEGEE WAES emphasizing the importance of a 
ico Sa “i 2 seeing: Be eo herishin and National System of Interstate High- 
ua « oe. ra practical life, | ry c erishing the ways and urged its TenTediate:con- 

| io ia ry. a ig th e, and by being m einen with struction. His essay won a national 
A co E “38 eer iy the other, take care of the onerous — onorable mention and $3,000. 

ai ie |_| task of supplying with the experi- In th ae f th 
) P| ae a its f th t ti th n e reorganization of the 

— Gey 7a ence of the past generations those aff of the State Highway Com- 
| YP ee ia, Be who are about entering the arena stal 2 8 y : 

* Lt Nhl ge Gay 8 of life. mission three years ago, a Public 
A? ee cabal iy ere Information Section was created 

As 2 ee r= May 1899 and Steuber was named to head it. 
F ng eS Professor R. Wood of the uni- Outside his deep interest in high- 

| A ai versity has a new method of pho- ways, Bill Steuber writes novels. 

ane tographing in natural colors. He Us, Incorporated, 1953, is a nostal- 
The Steam Laboratory—1902. produces the colors by diffraction, gic story of boyhood. The Land- 

a method not hitherto tried, and looker, published this past fall by 
engineering in this country should though at present the production Bobbs-Merrill of Indianapolis, In- 
be able to at least read the current of the first finished picture is a diana, is a Wisconsin best seller. It 
German literature in his own de- somewhat tedious, though not dif- _ pictures the exploitation and_op- 
partment of work. A year can be ficult process, when it is once made _ portunism in the boisterous fron- 
spent at a German university as duplicates can be printed from it tier days of our state in the early 
cheaply as in America, and this as easily as ordinary phctographs —_ 1870's. THE END 
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Recently AiResearch engineers were typical of many encountered at _ orientation program is available to 
called upon to develop an accessory  AiResearch in aircraft, missile, aid you in selecting your field of 
power motor for aircraft and mis- nuclear and electronic fields. Specif- interest. This permits you to survey 
siles which would operate at ically, you'll find them in system _ the project, laboratory and adminis- 
+1000°F....a temperature area electronics; computers and flight trative aspects of engineering at 
where present-day hydraulic and instruments; gasturbineenginesand Garrett. Also, with company finan- 
electrical devices fail. turbine motors; cryogenic and _ cial assistance, you can continue 

Their answer was this cam piston nuclear systems; pneumatic valves; your education at outstanding uni- 
air motor, pictured above in a spe- servo control units and air motors; _ versities located nearby. 
cially built transparent shell.Operat- _ industrial turbochargers; air condi- Project work is conducted by small 
ing on hot air or gas, its efficiency tioning and pressurization; and heat groups where individual effort is 
actually increases as temperatures _ transfer. more quickly recognized and oppor- 

rise. Upon your employment, in addi- tunities for learning and advance- 
This problem and its solution are _ tion to direct assignments, a9-month ment are enhanced. 

@ For full information write to Mr. G. D. Bradley. 

THE > CORPORATION 

9851 S. SEPULVEDA BLVD., LOS ANGELES 45, CALIFORNIA 

DIVISIONS: AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING, LOS ANGELES ¢ AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING, PHOENIX e AIRSUPPLY 

AIRESEARCH INDUSTRIAL ¢ REX © AERO ENGINEERING ¢ AIR CRUISERS © AIRESEARCH AVIATION SERVICE 
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“I'm in the business 
Pee aria 

an NOW... eee! ge 
ON ee NS 

“Not too long ago I was in the same situation yous gf UEDA i Me a ee 
fellows are in now. Senior year and the big de- * ry lain. ie. i HH pil 
cisions. What am I going to do with my education? ao fal a Wi Pa yg ee: Re Lt What am I going to do for a living? ae . ‘ey vo oe Wi ewe Well, I talked to a number of people and did as re . De r , | eh OTe, a) 
much letter writing and looking around as I could. ©. cid < | in oe ae eee gt <a 
The way I figured it, I wanted opportunity... a fair eee ath be. aa | b ae if Ol. aca a | 
chance to put my capabilities to work and to be ee | ae ord peta L | , recognized for what I could do. Of course, I wanted vols Th oo a % ») B ml i be pcos 
to be well paid, too. It all seemed to add up to the - ee thd A ee we i ue er Hh 7, , ced 
aircraft industry ... and to me it still does. r > S Sah th il he ifm 

“In the space of just a few years I've worked on Yeoh = 4 eer Ap quite a few projects, important projects that some ¥, (of camer Dee EF™., 
day may mean a great deal to this country. They ahyaf ™ eke Me IL Hi}! i 
sure meant a lot to me. And I wasn’t standing still AS \ A Sa s Sf oy , ie | fief f ; oy tags si oe ’ UES I ee “hy either. My salary and my responsibilities have ix: SD if A {fl iV 
creased with each promotion. That means lots of, 5 er VY Yiaty 4 a 
challenges, new and tough problems that we have m\ i) \ 4 ‘eS | | ¢ op 
solve, but that's the way I like it. So, if you want ae ng EX ni a ak Ai f 
some advice from this “old grad,” choose the aircraft I eed Nee Se ct tl sh af 
industry. It’s the wisest choice, I’m in the business) ay ae YY CA fel H faa 

ati ee ia we : poy no other industry in America has grown sf. y Ph i eee SER CT) 
so fast and advanced so far in a short time as has io 7 w/a 1: eres, gy EN ON ad : . . wie Lenn, | ia step ice the aircraft industry. And yet there is no limit to Ir: oS : og of eee 

how far man’s inventiveness and imagination can “s,s f(A P aS oy 
push the boundaries. Radical new concepts that; My , es | ays Pp sed 4 i 
would have been unthought of just a few years ago S56 fl SS oe 
are the drawing-board problems of today. WZ {\ i / [Pe Peecemmincrn 

Truly aviation is still in the pioneering stage, and \ \SA L Lo o wocessetd 
one of the leaders is Northrop Aircraft, which has Ef mee tr ND] bro Ei ee 
been making successful contributions to our fo ey) " | 1G (cS 
nation’s defense for over 18 years. Projects such as \\\\7\ = q Wis Ne 
the Snark SM-62, world’s first intercontinental * \ Ci N Pia. nee 
guided missile, have identified Northrop as a suc- > Ku Xi face 
cessful pioneer. And new aircraft such as the super--«~ f gs > 4 eas Ole ae Lag tees, 
sonic, twin-jet T-38 advanced trainer are maintain- (yf ae \) . oi 
ing this reputation, ‘ ft Seer on eal ee are bea us tell you more about what Northrop can if. on TT y) 
offer you. Write now, regardless of your class, to foo ope rage ' 
Manager of Engineering Industrial Relations, ge ‘7. { j ye rh i i a 
Northrop Division, Northrop Aircraft, Inc., 10347 * 7 iy Hi if 4 1) | ig i 
East Broadway, Hawthorne, California. fe 4 |. g Br 4 aoe 

ef 6 7 
j We [BI Ra 

jf een meneal, 

om ~ 

NORTHROP . 
A Division of Northrop Aircraft, Inc. 
BUILDERS OF THE FIRST INTERCONTINENTAL GUIDED MISSILE 
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S Je by Wayne Rogers, me’59 
= LES 

Goshaw for the AIEE, with George ASCE PRESIDENT SPEAKS HERE 

McCormick as alternate, and Tom The newly elected president of 

yo Damm for the IRE, with Dave the American Society of Civil En- 
Chapman as alternate. gineers was the speaker at the an- 

nual initiation dinner of Chi Epsi- 
ASME, SAE HAVE JOINT MEETING lon, national honorary civil engi- 
“Research and Development” _ neering fraternity on the University 

| was the topic discussed in the —_ of Wisconsin campus. 
ah ic» January fourteenth joint meeting of Louis R. Howson, Chicago, Wis- 

ASME ae oa ah one meen consin Bo neerog pana any 
. was recently elected president o 

ASME ELECTS ALLEN, TRIELOFF with special invitations extended ascR, ae the sali address at 
At the December meeting of the to interested freshmen and sopho- the banquet at 7:30 p. m. Wednes- 

ore Sally Trielofl au elected more engineering students. day, Dec. 11, at the Sherwood For- 
as the new secretary for the grow : : 
and Ed Allen was ase as aie ASCE ELECTS OFFICERS est Club in Madison. ‘ 

; The title of Howson’s address 
sentative to the Polygon Board. The members of the ASCE have ne “rnrace ; Ch. ” 

> . was “Success and Its Challenge. 
Plans for the annual St. Pat’s elected the following officers for Hows h cad df 
Dance were also discussed. the second semester: owson, “who! Sracuated, 2rom 

. : g the Wisconsin College of Engi- 
Ed Allen was also named chair- President—Duane Hinz, ’58 soe C 

‘ » , : , neering in 1908, received an hon- 
man of this year’s annual speech Vice President—Larry Mouty, ’58 a : 

. y Sencrang | ae orary membership in the Wiscon- 
contest, which will be conducted Secretary—Walt Powzukiewicz, °58 ; : eo 

> ansirare! > sin chapter of the national civil en- next semester. Treasurer—Bob Baker, ’59 : ing £ ‘ he b 

Mr. Conovan of Bakelite Com- Dick Steiner was elected as the Baar maternity. at ¢ b anda 
; i eaker of th 3 St. Pat’s candidate and George No- (icideelin lias iii lirek seas ed 

pays He mecha peeierate te venski was selected as a member Chicago engineering consulting ning, agekg shont ap shows ® on Polygon Board. The official in. tm of Alvord, Burdick, and How- 
howe i “the Plasti - ‘dust _ stallation of officers will be Janu-  S°™ He cxiginally joined the firm 
neer in the Plastics Industry. aay 18 on his graduation from _ the 

8 * University. 

AIEE-IRE AIChE ATTENDS NATIONAL Howson has served as adviser on 
The diploma committee of the MEETING water supply problems for such 

society has been working hard to Three officers of the Wisconsin large cities as Milwaukee, Chicago, 

have their first PHT diplomas for chapter of AIChE recently at- New York, Montreal, and Denver, 
the wives of graduating seniors tended the Student Day of the and has also served as consultant 
ready for the January graduates. AIChE National convention in Chi- on waste disposal problems for the 
This is the first year this plan has cago on December 11. Represent- Milwaukee Sewerage Commission, 

been tried, but already it is receiv- ing Wisconsin were: President, for both Winnipeg and Toronto in 
ing considerable interest, especially Norman Dahl; Vice President, Bill Canada, and for many other U. S. 
by those married men whose Dawn; and Secretary, Barb North- cities. 

struggles as a student engineer ern. They attended the Student- Howson has recently been serv- 
have been made easier by their Day banquet and heard several ing as chief sanitary expert for 

loyal spouses. Now the wives too papers that were presented at the Wisconsin, Minnesota, New York, 
can receive recognition for their convention. Pennsylvania, Michigan, and Ohio 

accomplishment with a diploma At the regular meeting of the in U. S. supreme court hearings in- 
similar to the one her husband Society on December 4, Mr. Wil- volving diversion of Lake Michi- 

receives, liam H. Decker, a project engineer gan water and sewage treatment 
Don Clarson was elected as St. — with Sinclair Research lab, Inc. of by the city of Chicago. He is also 

Pat's candidate at the last meeting. | Harvey, Illinois spoke on “A Case a widely recognized authority on 
Being selected as representatives History of a Chemical Engineering _ matters of public utility and valu- 
to the Polygon Board were Al Project.” ation rates. 
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Shown here is a group of conferees who attended the Plant Engineering institute. From left to right are: Bion Hutchins, Director 
of Maintenance Division, Ninth Naval District, Great Lakes, Illinois; Harold Anderson, editor, Plant Engineering magazine; B. J. 
Robichaud, The Toni Company, St. Paul, Minn.; Paul H. Darmer, The Chemstrand Corporation, Decatur, Alabama; R. A. Mel- 
ton, Chrysler-Outer Drive Stamping Plant, Grosse Pointe, Michigan; Harry J. Marks, Sunbeam Corporation, Chicago 50, Illinois; 
Louis Long, Greenlee Bros. and Co., Rockford, Illinois. 

PLANT ENGINEERS ATTEND PLANT MAINTENANCE CONFERENCE 

Eighty plant engineers from fif- nance, Department of the Air gineering, Parke, Davis, and Com- 
teen states, the District of Colum- Force; Maintenance Records by Lt. pany, Detroit, Michigan; Tech- 
bia, and Canada attended the Col. Alfred F. Vogler and Mr. niques for Training Maintenance 
three day conference on Industrial | Ashby Williams, Properties and Workers by Clayton G. Orcutt, In- 
Plant Maintenance at the Univer- Installation Department, Office of dustrial Management Institute, 
sity of Wisconsin on December 9- __ the Assistant Secretary of Defense, University Extension Division, 

| 11, 1957. Washington, D. C.; Work Simpli- University of Wisconsin; Perform- 
. Dean Kurt F. Wendt set the fication in Maintenance by Leo ance Measurement of the Mainte- 
| keynote of the conference in his Kornfeld, Senior Associate, Cresop, nance Department by John V. 

welcome address when he stated McCormick and Paget, Manage-  Schen, Esso Standard Oil Co., Lin- 
| that Plant Maintenance was be- ment consultants, New York, N. Y.; den, New Jersey. 

coming increasingly important be- | The Future Role of Atomic Energy Enrollees were unanimous in 
cause of the complexity of auto- in Industrial Operations by Paul J. their comments concerning the 
matic machines. Grogan, Chairman of the Engineer- value of the opportunity to hear 

The discussion of maintenance ing Department, University Exten- the excellent speakers and to ex- 
operations which followed empha- — sion Division, University of Wis- change ideas with other plant 
sized this importance: The part consin; Planning and Scheduling engineers. 
that maintenance plays in effective by Richard Blair, Maintenance Su- Although the problems of the 
plant production. perintendent, Columbia Southern — enrollees varied, since their main- 

The program included a discus- Chemical Corporation, New Mar- _ tenance forces ranged from a low 
sion of the staffing, programming, tinsville, West Virginia; Contract of 25 workers to a high of 11,000 
and implementing a Maintenance Maintenance versus Plant Mainte- employees, the basic principles of 
Department by Mr. W. H. Dor- nance by Alan McCone, Assistant organization, planning, and sched- 
rance, manager of the Plant Engi- to the President, Catalytic Con- uling and performance measure- 
neering Department, Ford Motor struction Company, Philadelphia, ments were common to all. 
Company; Organization of the Pennsylvania; Area Maintenance The plant engineers had several 
Maintenance Force by Col. Ed- and Centralized Maintenance by — questions for the panel shown in 
win M. Eads, Chief of Mainte- W. G. Meier, Asst. Director of En- (Continued on next page) 
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Moderated by Paul J. Grogan, standing at right, this panel discussed the part that preventive maintenance plays in plant opera- 

tions and answered questions raised by conferees at the recent Engineering Institute at the University of Wisconsin. 

the picture who discussed preven- W S P E President: Clifford J. Nelson, Black 
tive maintenance. Mr, Grogan, the ( Continued from ve 59) River Falls 
moderator of the panel, also con- ible. The detail th : d lst Vice Pres.: Harold C. Trester, 
ducted discussion from the floor on s a ill b etal ‘A i Th sombe - Oshkosh 

. . ni x . 
this important phase of plant ments Ww: fe: matied, m.../ecember, Qnd Vice Pres: John Gammell, 

maintenance. Dues Milwaukee 

An amendment to be considered Secretary-Treasurer: Henry A. Kall- 

AFS in January is the matter of raising sen, Madison 
The American Foundrymen’s dues effective immediately. The Director 1958-1960: Herman T. Hage- 

Society recently enjoyed vis- proposal is to raise a member's stad, River Falls 
its to unique foundries in the Mil- dues to twenty-five dollars a year Director 1958-1960: Thomas J. Hig- 

waukee area. They spent one day of which the state will retain gins, Madison 
December 6, seeing Pelton Steel eleven dollars and each chapter National Representative 1958-1959: 

Castings Company. where they had will retain four dollars. H. O. Ayers, Eau Claire 

lurch “ii. their famous basement The Nominating Committee con- National Representative 1958-1959: 
that contains a large recreation sisting of R. W. Stieg, Clintonville, W. S. Cottingham, Madison 

room and bar, They also visited Chairman; T. M. Basterash, Supe- The membership has the right 
Evenrude Motors the same day, rior; Yh eae Eau Claire; petition for nominations of persons 

where the whole foundry uses a T. J. Riebath, Milwaukee; G. L. of their choice to be added to the 

highly mechanized shell molding Elmergreen, Milwaukee; W. W. ballot. It is necessary to have 
process for producing their Warzyn, Madison; H. E. Johnson, twenty-five members sign the peti- 
coankehatte, Elkhorn; and F. A. Fosdal, Wauke- tion. The deadline date for these 

sha, named the following for the petitions was Dec. 7. 
THE END offices of W.S.P.E. for 1958-1959: THE END 
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—rrCMG OCCU Cl (CO $$$ @gMm _ M00n, Proctor numed the features after astronomers, ct 
—rds MTR SCJ \ /\w ff | __especiall astronomers who had observed Mars. From the = 

-& UsMacko vee» een 200K, “The Exploration of Mars” by Willy Ley and Werner =, 
AEE NOLS S_— [Yon Braun. (Viking Press) 
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you should explore a 
exe / | 

the opportunities at | 
8 

If you have a pioneering instinct... and you ps 

would like to join a talented team of |. 

scientists who are blazing new trails through | 
outer space in the fields of missile, rocket and i o 

advanced aircraft equipment... here is your be 2) 

passport. You will be joining a dynamic a 

engineering organization which has recorded Lo 
yninterrupted growth for over 38 years, and is _ 

FOR DETAILS now far in excess of its wartime employment peak. . | 
on these engineering positions in the fields of design, test, liaison, 3 
development, vibration, analysis... write to Mr. Timothy K. Bye, / 3 
Engineering Personnel Coordinator at | 

HAMILTON STANDARD . DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORP. 100 BRADLEY FIELD RD., WINDSOR LOCKS, CONN. A 
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Ll Your Career 
a oo _ ne ae ae : (Continued from page 46) 

bg — Why should a large chemical 
a. —— _™ processing company spend money 

; | - 7 7 and time on a plan essentially de- 
i A te — 4 signed to aid men still in college? 

, Sos 7 Ye y — Trained men are needed in in- 
, ae r LC x ; 7". — dustry, today more than ever be- 

4 ro YY e Vea y 7. fore. Some technically trained 
Mer. ma hs / | people don’t find industrial careers 
ae SN | simply because they are not sure 
[i a] NG Py ap ; 
et al omceel cuss at A8i that careers satisfying to them exist 

eo, hiss + ~ Le > & Re in industry. The Workshop prob- 
BO ce % Gen Y = - a 6  —__siem-solving situation helps to 
" > Fo a sail. e (/  —s clarify the thinking of men soon to — i. a fc.” . fas / > ale PC, make their career decision as well 

i aaa C«___ ass show the technical and manage- 
hi a a ; ment opportunities within an in- 
nh dustrial company. 

Cog GF SF J dl Industry is looking for men who 
= dite ae know what they want, what they 

Se é | like and what they will be doing 
= re when they are hired. 
ba ss Career surveys, like Procter & 

ed se Gamble’s summer employment pro- 

Left to right, Pierre Mami duat: ineer of Ecole Centrale des Arts et Pere hap siceas make these ni amin. radual eng ntrale ies Ss sa a: . 

Manufactares Paris. "France, Toba Bollinger ocd David Blatchford of Penn State decisions. They help P ick the right 
work on solutions for their problem to develop a new mechanical drive for temporary job. They help industry get the 
storage trays used in production of Ivory Soap. right man. THE END 

Gas Turbines = exhaust pipe. The oe of turbine over the conventional 
(Continued from page 21) @ regenerative gas turbine is reciprocating engine. 

quite cool and not a problem. Full scale production of gas tur- 
The two areas where safety is a Turbine blades are designed for bine automobiles can be expected 

problem are the hot exhaust gases twice the normal operating speed. _in 8 years, according to a spokes- 
and the rotating turbine wheel. They can never exceed this speed man for Chrysler. A European 
Both of these have been completely and are therefore very safe. sports car with a gas turbine is ex- 
solved however. Even if a failure occurs, it is not pected in a year or two. Here in 

Gas turbine exhaust at 400° F is the major catastrophe sometimes the United States all major auto- 
cooler than the 1200° F exhaust — imagined. mobile companies have research 
coming from the cylinder of a gaso- The gas turbine is the automo- programs well underway. After 
line engine. The gasoline engine bile engine of the future. This is about 1970 build up of gas turbine 
exhaust, however, cools faster in due to the many advantages the gas cars will be very rapid. THE END 
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Fig. 4.—The gas turbine’s output more pee r ‘ 
closely approximates the automobiles level 

road requirements, but there is less horsepower 
reserve for acceleration. Fig. 5.—An experimental gas turbine engine burner on test. 
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] Modern research laboratory at Fisher includes high 

os and low pressure flow lines in sizes up to 12 inches 

if ; During the past three quarters of a century, the Fisher research 

: and development departments have produced some of the 

’ outstanding developments in control instrumentation and automation. 

; At the same time, these laboratories have developed some of the 

nation’s leading control engineers! The two go together at Fisher. 

Vv, If you are looking for challenge, opportunity and a future 

i, i that will touch practically every basic industry in the 

world, consult your placement office or write us about the 

opportunities Fisher holds in store for you. 

[ 

k Ms 
os 

¢ a cre @ 
a fia IF IT FLOWS THROUGH PIPE ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD... CHANCES ARE IT’S CONTROLLED BY FISHER 7 

FISHER GOVERNOR COMPANY 
Marshalltown, lowa / Woodstock, Ontario / Rochester, England SINCE 1880 
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(LO 
This is the first of three closely ferential equations in a form 

related books from the Microwave suitable for the use of students and 

y Laboratory at Stanford University. research workers whose main in- 

Qa meen The other a oe ROU 1 terest in the subject lies in finding 

preparation, will be on CI solutions of particular equations 

enn and TUBES, respectively. rather than in the general theory. 
iy rod be Sint Tae PEPE Rerey oe eRe TeR Although the treatment includes a 

This book, by the professor of MANAGEMENT: UNDERSTAND- logical development of the theory 

applied physics and electrical engi- ING MEN AT WORK of the subject, emphasis is on the 

neering and director of the micro- By Alfred J. Marrow numerous powerful applications of 
wave laboratory at Stanford Uni- McGraw-Hill $5.00 the equations to the solution of a 

versity, is concerned with the basic A practical and illuminating — wide variety of problems in phys- 

forms of electrical measurements hook dealing with the ever increas- _ ics and engineering. 

encountered in the microwave re- ing role that psychology plays in : 

gion of the electromagnetic spec- the field of industry. The author, a The first chapter is devoted to 

trum. Emphasis is on fundamen- trained psychologist and head of a ordinary differential equations in 

tals, and the topics discussed pro- manufacturing company employing several variables and the use of 

vide a background for all common more than 1,000 people, has had Carathéodory’s theorem in the 

microwave measurements, as well more than 20 years of firsthand ex- foundations of thermodynamics. In 

as for more specialized applica- perience with industrial psy- the second chapter, an account is 

tions. However, such special fields chology. The book deals with the given of first order equations with 
as the measurement of dielectric complex problems common to all applications to physics and_ bi- 

constant antennas and anit uuganent and ah how the logy. The reali fou ha 
omitted, : viveholegical coleacse can ig ee ters are concerned with higher or- 

Since the laboratory study of becstully applied to their solutions. dee equations, = paciaeler i 
microwave phenomena requires an The book translates the special equations of mathematical physics: 

adequate knowledge of electro- language of psychology in terms of Laplace’s and Poisson’s equations, 

magnetic theory and practice, the the daily life im the shop and in the wave equation, Maxwell’s 

elements of the theory needed to the factory, thus enabling manag- equations, diffusion equation, etc. 

= the isaier of i el ers and workers alike to gain an The entire field of partial differ- 

gions are prnieathal briefly fo jie eens a eee ential equations is covered, with 
Ss are 3 > aman nature without which the ; ‘ 

tify the generalized impedance ant function at their best. * manclseay teoiniegte) muraduced 98 
concept and the use of generalized they anse naturally. A novel fea- 

transmission line theory. These top- ELEMENTS OF PARTIAL DIFFER- ture is the treatment of “advanced 

ics are developed sufficiently to ENTIAL EQUATIONS topics by elementary methods. 

make the application of the imped- By lan N. Sneddon Many worked examples and prac- 

ance concept, transmission line McGraw-Hill $7.50 tical problems for solution by the 

theory, and the equivalent circuit In this book are found the ele- reader are included. 
approach plausible and logical. ments of the theory of partial dif- THE END 
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Seven electric-driven Ingersoll-Rand reciprocating compressors totaling 21,900 horsepower are at work in this large 1! ro SF 
ammonia synthesis plant. The units in the foreground compress mixed gases to more than 12,000 pounds per square inch. yo 

Centrifugal Pumps 

Here's What Compressor Engineering at Ingersoll-Rand it 

il 
can mean to you... i 

‘i air power is one of the industry’s 17,250 hp, in pressures from vacuum to ca i 

most vital requirements. Compressed air 35,000 psi. <gatl Lelie; 

and gases are the “breath of life” to chemical Ingersoll-Rand also manufactures pumps, wo =X 

and process industries, refineries, power rock drills, diesel and gas engines, vacuum mocKiOns 

plants, steel mills, manufacturing plants, equipment, blowers, air and electric tools ge 
mines and all types of construction jobs. and specialized industrial machinery as illus- A S 

Hence, compressor and blower engineering trated at oo i, cer se gant require oun ey i 

offers an exciting and ever-expanding field of SHSIRSEH RE CoOw OW a Sin Cece pa a ] 1 qr 
: 8 facture and field application. b 

challenging opportunities that are virtually i ) inifagt id If you are looking for a leadership career = 
ME USHA Wee with long-range job security and excellent eee tee 

Ingersoll-Rand is the world’s largest man- opportunities for advancement, you'll find Air & Electric Tools 
ufacturer of air and gas compressors and it at Ingersoll-Rand. For further details, con- 
Turbo-Blowers — supplying over 1000 differ- tact your Placement Office, or write to 
ent sizes and types, ranging from 1% hp to Ingersoll-Rand, 11 Broadway, New York 4. pe 

| pZ isa 

i apusac heey OPPORTUNITIES for ENGINEERS NOW AVAILABLE: i Sd Hse Rare ER] Us 
© Sales Engineering e Production Engineering f le tase we 

e Design Engineering e Business Engineering Steam Condensers 

asia 

ad 
ngerso “Nari errs 

LAY A 7 11 Broadway, New York 4, N. Y. ALU (i Sve 

ofl a 

Diesel & Gas Engines 
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WE DONT GUARANTEE TAAT 
yas WilkLbL GHAVE EVERy DA». 

BUT oo... 

yoy WILL SAVE EVERY DAY 

FOR EXAMPLE, AFTER ABOUT SIX MAONTAS WIA US, 
BAS A JUNIOR ENGINEER, YOUR, SALARY WILL BE: 

$485 IN U.S, CURRENCY 
$175 OPERATING BONUS IN U.S. CURRENCY 
PLUS BOARD AND LODGING SUPPLIED IN 

KIND ORL PAID FOR IN LOCAL CURRENCY 

PLUS A CAR 
PLUS GENEROUS INSURANCE ,AEALTA 
AND DEFERRED BENEFITS. 

SCALUMBERGER_ OVERSEAS 

Box 2175 ~ HMoOuSslIONn — TEXAS 
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ENGINEERING UNDERGRADUATES... don’t get lost in a forest of details! 

DOUGLAS CLEARS THE WAY FOR CAREER BUILDING WITH 

MAJOR ASSIGNMENTS BASED ON ABILITY 

In planning your career, it’s important to know that your job will be more than a mere 

detail in a vast project. At Douglas, you’ll work as part of a team sharing total responsibility 

for projects of prime importance. This gives greater scope 

4 to your assignment... and with promotion from within, more 

xher wy, te = opportunity to chart your future. Many important Douglas 

al 0, U, ge \ assignments are awaiting career-minded engineers. 

a LAS << _ 
G \ Aus For important career opportunities in your field, write: 

c. Cc. LaVENE 

DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT COMPANY, BOX X-6101 
FIRST IN AVIATION SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA 
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| \ & v oA words and pictures 

E (\ by Tony DiTrapani 
\ 

a\ 

an }S €) : 

You can lead an engineer to 
water, but why disappoint him? 

* * * 

—_ And then there was the woman 
nak nS who shot her husband with a bow 

SE | [| ON and arrow because she didn’t want 
co . 1G vA to wake the children. 

‘ oo S ee] Ne * 
i Ail Did you hear about the cannibal 

; lasdie) 4 [2=] that passed his brother on the 
iT A(| I} trail? 

\ \ Q : a ao 
{) 

or ls -” Something to Think About 
. ¢ h Happiness can’t buy money. 

. i A penny saved is time wasted. 

Sia SS If your parents have never had 
7 any children, chances are you 

So then I thought, “What difference would it make if I copied it directly won't either. 

from the gouge.” The trouble with lying around 
and doing nothing is that you can’t 

rd ; stop and rest. 

mr 2 b : eo 
<0: 

“We Her: “I’m perfect.” 
0° 1 SA" Him: “I’m practice.” 
° 0 

° 
o o 

& * * 
o 

° b [P} Ist guy: “You got a beer stein 
/ A for Christmas?” 

ypreee \ 2nd guy: “No, for drinkin’.” 

0° 0009 oo @ 

09 of L The trouble with most engineers 
ee a Bis SS is that they have too much blood 

: 3) in their alcohol stream. 

(avr Eee cadet) Sercan ey Y a 8 vsosnecerer ATELIER MR 5 2h, yh * 

ECan ann yenso nent ntietapintnbentseetabiepenmaerineo” Se Af about nitrates?” 
2nd Ch.E.: “Well, they’re higher 

Smith, here, has himself quite a subject for his grad work. than day rates.” 
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i cin itd nated as ARNE i tas nl 
Did you hear about the engineer 

that thought he was a big gun just 
OfAN 4 ishe er fj h be rig ae Seinpad every week 

Svemecrwe x with a report: 
a 3 \ 

EY * * * 

° 4 Any of you guys hear about the 
| ey engineer who didn’t buy any 
| eT Christmas seals because he couldn’t 

. [ec afford to feed them? 

a Te 
WT = 

Prof.: “Are you troubled by 
thoughts that you might flunk out 
of engine school?” 

E.E.: “No, I rather enjoy them.” 

Gotan es, hae ea 

4 oe § 9 eB 
Jemcemecaipe = Ist M.E.: “You cuttin’ machine 

J design Friday?” 

¢ 3-5» 2nd M.E.: “Nope, I can’t. Need 
° Lt, / the sleep.” 

a =e ae 
TTD Been doing quite a bit of re- 

search on the origin of old sayings 
and phrases, and think I’ve stum- 
bled upon the beginning of that 
great old cheer, “Hoorah for our 

a side!” I guess it was first heard 
a ae 7 oo ao on the day Lady Godiva rode side 

lewemnceeuys ats ° o ‘through the streets of 
Tb oventry. 
r 

Cy 

a oom 

chs. | 
cy: get te Ye ea Engineer’s date: “For heaven’s 

— es 2 Sly? ep sake, Ray, are you spitting in the 
TTD elf FS punch bowl?” 

"DP; Ray: “No, hon, but I'm coming 

§ pretty close.” 

Enzyme-—little bug that chews Oe 
up sugar and spits out alcohol. 

0000 

aE [Sem 3) soos 
Moron: Something which in the I oe e Se 

winter time, girls wouldn’t have so =_ woos 
many colds if they put. 

£, oo > ao @ NeZ sles “ 4 - 
aN 

A man walked up to the hotel Se 5 SX) = 
desk and asked for a can opener. yp? Zh (ae 

In exchange for a dime he was 1 nS 
given two nickels. pe J J “ell pox a —~) ott AY (igh) ee © | paras NS 

“Really, Bill, your argument 7 f A a’ Sox 
with your wife was most amusing.” ? as 

“Wasn't it though? When she | 
threw the axe at me, I thought Tomer 
Id split.” Looks like a pretty tough experiment in EE this week. 
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ENRICO FERMI ATOMIC POWER PLANT 

e shape of things to come... 
The world ahead looks bright indeed for today’s At Wisconsin Electric Power Company you will 

graduate engineer . . . especially at Wisconsin Elec- have a chance to use your engineering skills in a 
tric Power Company where a wealth of engineering wide variety of fields — electrical, mechanical, civil, 

skill is needed to meet the important responsibility gr oe paar — cae acinar 
of serving well over half a million electric customers ete. Opportunities are available both in our Mil- 

d more than 75,000 gas customers waukee metropolitan area and in many of the 

an , smaller communities of the Wisconsin Electric 

There’s no “standing still” at Wisconsin Electric Power Company system which extends from the 
Power Company. Our organization is geared to Wisconsin state line on the south into upper Michi- 

the opportunities to be found in the years ahead. gan on the north. . 

Take atomic energy, for example. Our engineers If you are interested ca good wages, interesting 

gain experience in this important field by partici- oes excellent working conditions, numerous :em- 

pating in the activities of a group of electric com- ploye benefits, exceptional opportunities for ad- 
‘i 3 as E 5 vancement — and most of all, a chance to learn 

panies now engaged in building the Enrico Fermi and grow in your chosen profession — then find out 
Atomic Power Plant pictured above — the world = more about the Wisconsin Electric Power Company 
largest commercial “breeder” reactor installation. system. Make it a point to see our representative 

When completed in 1960, this pioneer plant will when he visits your campus. Find out more about 

provide excellent operating experience for the fast “the shape of things to come” as they may affect 
approaching atomic age. your personal career. 

For complete information on a wide variety 
of interesting and rewarding careers...see 

our representative when he visits your campus. 

Wisconsin Electric Power Co. Wisconsin Michigan Power Co. Wisconsin Natural Gas Co. 
Milwaukee, Wis. Appleton, Wis, Racine, Wis. 
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| IMPORTANT DEVELOPMENTS AT JPL 

s Oo 

J rrrt~—~—S—C 

-—C—rtwe a 

’ da “ae 

— | ae Ee i 

[ 

Weapons Systems Responsibility 

The Jet Propulsion Labora- In the development of guided missile One outstanding product of this type of 
tory is a stable research and t the Jet Propulsion. Leborat t ibility is the “C 1" 
development center located systems, e Je ‘Opulsio aboratory systems responsibility is ie Orporal, 

north of Pasadena in the maintains a complete and broad respon- a highly accurate surface-to-surface ballis- 

foothills of the San Gabriel sibility. From the earliest conception to tic missile. This weapon, developed by JPL, 
mountains. Covering an: 80 roducti ineering—from research _ and now in production elsewh b acre area and employing production engineering: ‘0 esearc! nd now in production elsewhere, can be 

2000 people, it is close to and development in electronics, guidance, found ‘‘on active service’’ wherever needed 

attractive residential areas. aerodynamics, structures and propulsion, in the American defense pattern. 
The Laboratory is staffed by through field testing problems and actual A prime attraction for scientists and 

the California Institute of troop use, full technical responsibility rests engineers at JPL is the exceptional oppor- 
Technology and develops its i ‘ janti . . i 
many. projects:tnl basic-ie: with JPL engineers and scientists. tunity provided for original research 

search under contract with The Laboratory is not only responsible for afforded by close integration with vital and 

the U.S. Government. the missile system itself, including guid- forward-looking programs. The Laboratory 
Opportunities open to quali- ance, propulsion and airframe, but for all now has important positions open for 

fed engineers of U.S, citizen- ground handling equipment necessary to _— qualified applicants for such interesting 
ship. Inquiries now invited. insure acomplete tactical weapons system. and challenging activities. 

i ae ae ee 

wy SYSTEMS ANALYSIS * INERTIAL GUIDANCE * COMPUTER EQUIPMENT 

oe OB OPPORTUNITIES | iii INSTRUMENTATION * TELEMETERING * FLUID MECHANICS 

IN THESE FIELDS NOW HEAT TRANSFER * AERODYNAMICS « APPLIED PHYSICS * PROPELLANTS 

? MATERIALS RESEARCH 
* nr a RR a a 

JET PROPULSION LABORATORY 

A DIVISION OF CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

PASADENA © CALIFORNIA 
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So Y i ) 2 o You Think 

You re SMART! ou re : 

[ by Sneedly bs’61 

The casks can be divided in one A farmer has a square piece of 
of two ways. Either (2, 3, 2), property which, in his will, he left 
(2, 3, 2), (3, 1, 3) or (3, 1, 3), to his wife, daughters, and three 
(3, 1, 3), (1, 5, 1) will satisfy the sons. The will specified that the 
conditions of the problem. wife should receive one-fourth of 

‘AN you use some spare cash aoa oe the area in the form of a square. 

Circe in a while? If you can, Now for this month’s problems, The balance was to be equally di- 
then solve the following puz- and starting with the hardest one: ade peersan thie four children, 

zlers and drop the answers with three identical matches will form each receiving identically shaped 
the solutions in the mail. The first one equilateral triangle. Two addi- areas. Furthermore, the daughter's 
correct set of solutions to be re- tional matches will form two equi- section could not border or touch 
ceived wins $10.00, The earliest Jateral triangles as shown. Now the outer perimeter of the oxfginal 
post-mark breaks any tie. with the addition of one imatch, “2 How was the land divided? 

Sneed has been getting so many foun four such triangles, aH 8 
solutions sent in by readers that he In the diagram shown, the di- 
has decided to show his apprecia- ameter of the circle is 8 inches. If 

tion, so get your answers in the AND AB is 1 inch, how long is BC? 
mail and don’t forget to include a ~~ 
your solutions in readable form. 
Solutions are necessary to win. of > \ 

eee Qe Z * 

The table in last month’s prob- we 
lem has a diameter of 58 inches. A al 
quadratic solution yields answers i — 
of 58 or 10 inches, the second an- A door to door salesman lives 
swer is eliminated because of the between two large cities and is 
stipulation that the spot be near- happy to work in either one. He al- F 
est the corner. lows his decision, as to where to J 

coe work, to be determined by the fe 
Tite. second wrchlew. of the first subway train to arrive at his 
‘cal “wine el E has solutions of Station each morning, Trains leave Now, all you have to do is solve 

a MEME” BASS, MAS S0-UHONS © both cities on the hour and every the four simple problems and send 
2.8 inches for the height of the tan minutes ‘ona reoul ede sohiti and ¢ . SneedI 
lass and 1.0 inch for the diameter ‘ Tegular schedule. _ solutions and answers to: Sneedly, 

5 he ball The salesman arrives at his subway c/o The Wisconsin Engineer, Me- 
of the ball, station every morning in an en- chanical Engineering Bldg., Madi- 

2 ee tirely random pattern between 8 son 6, Wisconsin. 

The candles had been burning and 10 A. M. Over a year’s period, Solutions need not be suitable 
for three and three-quarters hours. his records show that he visited for framing but must be neat 
One candle has one-sixteenth of its one city 4 times as often as the enough so that Sneed can follow 
original length left while the other other. How can the phenomenon it. First post-marked solution of 
has one-fourth. be explained? the problems wins, so don’t delay. 
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PHOTOGRAPHY AT WORK 4 | 
No. 30 in a Kodak Series :  *% ZA _—_ | / 

| _ a ee se _ 

ao 5 @ by 

ees, Le! \4 DY i Vy Ml 

se i oo ae 
Pepsi-Cola International Panorama, ] 
a magazine of places and people, — = F _ 

reaches people around the world,  _ A — FF 

builds recognition for Pepsi-Cola as a a ~~ - /.. | 

product associated with the better, - _ _ 7 Ae : 

happier side of life. fo Lo 4 

: i rr 7 

speaks mg TT A SE 

lan gu age — 
_tlcl(l€wclclreLhLlrt.._COUCitisCOUCzsEOU ell 

What better way to say people take naturally to 
“Pepsi” whether in Leopoldville or Lichtenstein? 

- a To tell its story in 75 coun- — one. With photography, people 
a! i 6th tries, Pepsi-Cola puts pictures are real; situations authentic, 

_ ry Fo to work to add meaning to the convincing. This is what makes 
 —=Clr. CU ee ’ “1: ee 
A RL product’s global billing as ‘‘the | photography such a powerful 

ce dl eats fi + sl gy 
Le ( oo refreshment of friendship. salesman. 

a \j | ] a To build up an atmosphere of Large businesses and small cen 
‘ : friendliness and understanding use this powerful salesmanship— 
aa in markets around the world, can also use photography to cut 

ede >» Pepsi-Cola International pub- costs and save time in many other 

: a. lishes “Panorama” —and givesthe — ways. It can help with problems 

ee _. brunt of the job to photography. of product design—can watch 
_._—r—OONCON_tCWWQ..CNW.Q..CC. Photography knows no lan- — quality in production. It trains. 

This picture leaves no doubt that Netherlanders guage barrier. It is clear to young _It cuts office routine. You'll find 

are neighborly. and old alike—appeals to every- _ that it can work for you, too. 

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, N. Y. 

3 CAREERS WITH KODAK Loa“ 

* With photography and photographic processes _ If you are looking for such an interesting oppor- A 
« becoming increasingly important in the business tunity, write for information about careers with < 
« and industry of tomorrow, there are new and Kodak. Address: Business and Technical Kodak 
* challenging opportunities at Kodak in research, Personnel Dept., Eastman Kodak Company, 
* engineering, electronics, design and production. Rochester 4, N. Y. 
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ee ll ee Ntst«i“‘COié‘“SCOCOt*;*:s‘(C(CSCC | owe Fe 
| Vow We Fe 

eee _—-—_—_—«—iInterview with General Electric’s 

| . | _ __ Earl G. Abbott 

} as __ _Manager—Sales Training 
i ' 

~ >. 

= Ad : L ~~ vancement in a Large 
H ke, e 

all Company: How it Works 

Where do you find better advancement _— plete appraisals of professional em- _as his career progresses. Along any 
opportunities—in a large company or a ployees. They enable a manager to of these paths he may advance 
small one? To help you, the college make a thorough and objective within the Company to very high 

student, resolve that problem, Mr. Abbott search of the entire General Electric levels of recognition and salary. 

answers the following questions con- Company and come up with the : 
cerning advancement opportunities in | man best qualified for the job. G: Whet aids to gdvencement does 
engineering, manufacturing and tech- Q. How do advancement opportunities General Electric provide? 

ical keti it Gi I Electric. . i it’s j 
nical marketing at (eneral biectric for technical graduates stack-up with re C We bes pe It 5 asst a 
Q. Ina large Company such as General those of other graduates? usiness policy to provide a stimu- 
Electric, how can you assure that every 1. @ lating climate for personal develop- 
man deserving of recognition will get it? A. Very well, General Electric = ment. As the individual develops, 

Don't some capable people become lost? recognized as a Company with out- through his own efforts, the Com- 
. standing technical skills and facili- pany benefits from his contributions. 

A. No, they don’t. And it’s be- ties. One out of every thirteen em- General Electric has done much to 

cause of the way G.E. has been ployees is a scientist or engineer. provide the right kind of opportu- 
organized. By decentralizing into And approximately 50 per cent of nity for its employees. Outstanding 

more than a hundred smaller oper- our Department General Managers college graduates are given graduate 

ating departments, we’ve been able have technical backgrounds. study aid through the G-E Honors 

tO eae po auton and eS Q. How about speed of advancement? Program and Tuition Refund Pro- 
oe ality. fete eas ey rs Is G.E. a “young man’s Company"? gram. Technical graduates entering 
neered, manufactured and markete . . . the Engineering, Manufacturing, or 
by many departments comparable A. Definitely. A majority of all Technical Marketing Programs start 
to small companies. Since each is supervisors, managers and outstand- with on-the-job training and related 
completely responsible for its success _ ing individual contributors working study as preparation for more re- 
and profitability, each individual inthe engineering function arebelow sponsible positions. ‘Throughout 
within the department has a defined _ the age of forty. We believe that a their G-E careers they receive fre- 
share of that responsibility. There- job should be one for which you are = quent appraisals as a guide for self 
fore, outstanding performance is qualified, but above all it should be development. Company-conducted 
readily recognized. one that challenges your ability. As courses are offered again at all 
Q. If that’s the case, are opportunities you oe eh i be feel that levels of the organization. These 
for advancement limited to openings consideration should. be ee to help professionals gain the increas- 
within the department? moving you toa Position © greater ingly higher levels of education 

responsibility. This is working, for qemanded by the complexities of 
A. Not at all. That’s one of the in the professional field, one out of — modern business. Our goal is to see 
advantages of our decentralized four of our people are in positions of — every man advance to the full limits 
organization. It creates small oper- _ greater responsibility today than of his capabilities. 
ations that individuals can “‘get their they were a year ago. if h th fi t 

arms around”’, and still reserves and —" you have other questions or wan 
enhances the inherent advantages of &: Some men want (0 remain in @ information on our programs for 1 Widel. ' specialized technical job rather than go technical graduates, write to E. G 
a large company. Widely diverse into managerial work. How does this Abbott g ti 959 9, General 
opportunities and promotions are  g¢ect their advancement? ott, ection nay eneral 
available on a Company-wide basis. Electric Co., Schenectady 5, N. Y. 

. A. At G.E. there are many paths 
Q. But how does a department find the which lead to higher positions of 

best man, Company-wide? recognition and prestige. Every man *LOOK FOR other interviews dis- 
A. We’ve developed personnel reg- _ is essentially free to select the course cussing: @ Qualities We Look For 
isters to assure that the best quali- which best fits both his abilities and in Young Engineers @ Personal 
fied men for the job are not over- _ interests. Furthermore, he may mod- Development @ Salary. 
looked. The registers contain com- ify that course if his interests change 

° .
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